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Message from the
Superintendent
We are pleased to welcome you to the 2021-22 school year! Whether you are
a new family or a returning family, you are an integral part of our community,
and we look forward to learning and growing together.
As a secondary student, you have the
responsibility to choose your courses
and activities wisely, helping to shape
your future. Don’t be afraid to take risks:
try a new extracurricular, become
involved in a new club or sport. Put your
all into your classes, and when the going
gets tough, as it will, don’t be afraid to
reach out for support. You have a wide
variety of educators, counselors, and
administrators at your disposal, and our
goal is to help you be successful.

As a parent, it is important for you to be
informed about what happens at school.
Secondary students are often given
more independence when it comes to
school-related issues, but they still need
guidance from their parents. Do read the
home-school communications, attend
the open houses and parent-teacher
conferences, and participate in frequent
discussions with your child about the
school day. The more involved you are in
your child’s education, the more
successful he/she will be.

The purpose of this handbook is to help guide you through the policies and
procedures of the secondary school, ensuring that everyone is informed. We
encourage parents and students to read through it together and to keep it handy as a
reference.
We are looking forward to an exciting year!

MS. NADINE SAVAGE

Superintendent
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Message from the
Secondary Principal
Welcome to what is destined to become an
amazing 2021/2022 school year at LAS! As
the secondary principal, I am energized and
deeply committed to making a positive
difference in the lives of our students. For
those of you who are relatively new to LAS, I
want you to know that you are attending
what is arguably the top international school
in Pakistan. For our returning families, thank
you for your support, commitment and
dedication to making LAS the best that we
can be.
We embrace the challenges of the future
while continuing to cherish and celebrate
the traditions of the past. Our remarkable
staff, involved parents, and committed
students, together, make the Secondary
School at LAS a wonderful and unique place.
We at Lahore American School believe that
it is important for a school to be ‘led’ by a
set of agreed upon and shared beliefs. To
achieve this, staff and community need to
enter into ‘learning conversations’ to define
and articulate such philosophy. Accordingly,
all contemporary teaching strategies,
including differentiated instruction, are
adopted to meet the needs and abilities of
all our students. Central to this is taking into
consideration each student’s individual level
and learning style to ensure that we meet
the educational needs of all students.
At LAS we emphasize the significance of
values and behaviors that are respectful of
each other, other cultures, and our
environment. Every bit as important as
the academic content is the internalization
of the core beliefs and Mission values of
Lahore American School. It is our joint
responsibility school, parents, and students
to embrace and live the values of character,

integrity, and honor. It is incumbent upon us to
ensure that our students are connected,
contributing members of both our local and
the larger global community.
The purpose of our Secondary School
Handbook is very simple -- it is here to ensure
a safe, secure, respectful and fun learning
environment for all. These are our four key
messages:

1
2

Respect: For yourself, for others, for your
education. This means coming to school on time,
ready, willing and able to learn. Attendance is
closely monitored.
Stay informed: Read the daily announcements.
Read the Friday Flash. Read and familiarize
yourselves with the Secondary Handbook and
systems we have in place for communication. “I was
not aware...” is not an acceptable excuse.

3

Support: If there is anything you are unclear of or
do not understand, come and speak to us. We in the
Administration, the Guidance Center, and your
advisors are here to support you.

4

Partnership: We encourage the vital partnership
between the home and the school. Let’s be
consistent about keeping the channels of
communication open.

The Secondary Student Parent Handbook
and these four messages will help to guide
and teach our students to follow a set of
common guidelines and rules.
To enjoy and achieve a successful secondary
school career at LAS, students need to be
thoughtful with their planning, manage their
priorities, commit to working hard, and be
disciplined about attending school on time
and regularly.
The secondary team and I look forward to
getting to know you and your child. Thank
you in advance, parents, for your active
interest and participation in your child’s
education.

BLAKE RODABAUGH

Secondary Principal
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Message from
Secondary Assistant
Principal/Curriculum
Coordinator
Hello and welcome to the 2021-22 school year! I am so excited to be welcoming
back our students and look forward to what will surely be an exciting and
productive year! Our team of administration and staff have worked extremely hard
over the summer to ensure that LAS continues to be one of the educational greats,
not just in Pakistan but worldwide!!
My philosophy has been and always will be
ensuring student safety and academic
achievement through classroom learning
and
character
building
within
our
community. It is important that all of our
students walk out of our doors after
graduation not just having gained immense
academic knowledge but have learnt how to
become valuable members of our global
society. Our mission and beliefs guide our
teachers
in
the
classroom,
our
administrators in meetings and around
campus and our parents and students in
their learning, and we all truly buy in to this
for the success of the students. We all have
to work together to achieve this and I have
all the confidence that with the help of our
community we will continue to build the
future of Pakistan and the world.
Our curriculum has taken huge leaps over
the past few years and even more work is in
progress in order to ensure our students are
getting into the best universities after
graduation. From adding more AP courses
for our high school students, to bringing in
more inquiry based learning to our middle

school students, our team has helped
evaluate and understand what our students'
needs are and ensure we facilitate them.
This year I hope to listen more to what the
students' needs are and work closely with
teachers and other administrators to
continue to grow our academic program
and add rigor where necessary.
I look forward to building more relationships
with our community this year and hope to
continue to foster the ones I have already
built in the time I have been here. I know
that the parents will work with our staff and
administration, as a team, to promote
success and hard work throughout this year.
As the previous US secretary of state, Colin
Powell, once said “There are no secrets to
success. It is the result of preparation, hard
work and learning from failure.” It is my job
and the job of our society to foster these
within our student body, and we all look
forward to doing this throughout the 202122 school year.
Thank you in advance for the hard work and
dedication you will all show this year and
our secondary office team is always
available to assist whenever necessary!

DUSTIN MAIOLO

Secondary Assistant
Principal/Curriculum Coordinator
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Contacting the
School
Parents are welcome to contact the school
with questions or to organize meetings when
needed. Please respect the need for
courteous communication and please
maintain the confidentiality in which we
share these numbers and addresses.

TELEPHONE CONTACT LIST
Telephone

Extension

School Number
Main Office Coordinator
Secondary Principals’ Assistant
Accounts Office
Health Clinic
Admission Office
MRC (Library)
Main Gate
Business Office
Guidance Office
Registrar

42-3576-2406/7/8
0
212
216
219
226
228
231
239
241
244

SECONDARY FACULTY EMAIL ADDRESSES
Department/Position
Secondary Principal
Assistant Principal/Curriculum Coordinator

Secondary Principal’s Assistant
Main Office Coordinator (Attendance)
Technology Director
Secondary Guidance/College Counselor
Secondary Guidance/College Counselor
Guidance Counselor
MS Art
HS Art
English /TOK
English/MS Social Studies
Drama
French
ICT/Robotics
MS Language Arts
Intn’l Pol./Bus.Std/Econ/Psychology
Director Learning Support
Learning Support
Learning Support
Learning Support
Mandarin

Faculty
Blake Rodabaugh
Dustin Maiolo
Hira Iqbal
Wajeeha Zafar
Samran Wiriyaphong
Zohat Parvez
Raafia Lodhi
Amna Liaqat
Zehra Hassan
Shamaila Shahryar
Kelly Smith
Joshua Wiley
Vicky Zhuang
Amena Haider
Sajida Bokhari
Saadia Qassim Darr
Van Taylor
Dr. Richel Dapudong
Bismah Khan
Najia Ali
Salman Pervaiz
Tariq Abbas

Email
brodabaugh@las.edu.pk
dmaiolo@las.edu.pk
hira@las.edu.pk
attendance@las.edu.pk
swiriyaphong@las.edu.pk
zparvez@las.edu.pk
rlodhi@las.edu.pk
amnaliaqat@las.edu.pk
zehra@las.edu.pk
shamaila@las.edu.pk
ksmith@las.edu.pk
jwiley@las.edu.pk
vickyzy@las.edu.pk
ahaider@las.edu.pk
sbokhari@las.edu.pk
sdarr@las.edu.pk
vtaylor@las.edu.pk
rdapudong@las.edu.pk
bismah@las.edu.pk
nj@las.edu.pk
spervaiz@las.edu.pk
tabbas@las.edu.pk
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MS Math
HS Math
Stats/Calculus
HS Science (Physics)
HS Science (Biology/Chemistry)
MS Science
Music/P.E
Athletic Director
Physical Education
MRC Coordinator
World History/Psych/Soc
MS Social Studies
Permanent Substitute
Urdu/Islamiat

Gideon Van Rensburg
Shawn Forsythe
Pierre Botha
Junaid Malik
Saman Aqeel
Kelli Hardcastle
Asher Gill
James Henderson
Saman Iqbal
Humaira Salman
Waleed Zahid
Misbah Ghufran
Maliha Hasnain
Muhammad Farhan Butt

grensburg@las.edu.pk
sforsythe@las.edu.pk
pbotha@las.edu.pk
jmalik@las.edu.pk
saqeel@las.edu.pk
khardcastle@las.edu.pk
agill@las.edu.pk
jhenderson@las.edu.pk
saman@las.edu.pk
humairasm@las.edu.pk
wzahid@las.edu.pk
mghufran@las.edu.pk
maliha@las.edu.pk
farhan@las.edu.pk

ACCOUNTS OFFICE
The LAS Accounts Office receives school payments and fees. Questions regarding tuition, fees, and
financial matters should be directed to this office. It is located opposite the Main Office. Accounts
Office hours are 7:30 am to 4 pm.

SECONDARY QUICK CALENDAR 2021-22
August 2021
Aug 23

First day of school

September 2021
Sep 3
Secondary Honors Assembly
Sep 6
Back to School Night
Sep 13-17
MAPs Testing
October 2021
Oct 4-8
Oct 18
Oct 22
Oct 29

Pink Week
Eid Milad un Nabi*
First Quarter Ends
Secondary Honors Assembly

November 2021
Nov 1
Secondary PTSCs
Nov 19-21
LASMUN
Nov 25
Thanksgiving
December 2021
Dec 2
Dec 3
Dec 10-17
Dec 20
January 2022
Jan 10
Jan 21
Jan 31

Music Concert
Drama Performance
HS Exams
Winter Break begins

School Reopens
Secondary Honors Assembly
Yaden Arts Fest

February 2022
Feb 5
Kashmir Day
Feb 14
Valentine’s Day
Feb 21-25
Safer Internet Week
Feb 28March 4 Reading Week
March 2022
March 11
March 14-18
March 21-25
March 28

Quarter 3 Ends
CIS Preparatory Visit
Spring Break
Secondary PTSCs

April 2022
April 1
April 2
April 4-8
April 11
April 21

Secondary Honors Assembly
Ramadan begins*
MAPs Testing
Student Council Elections
TAMASHA MS Arts Fest

May 2022
May 2
May 13
May 14
May 18
May 19
May 23-27
May 27- June 3

Eid ul Fitr*
MS Orientation
Prom
Music Performance
Drama Performance
Senior Exams
HS Exams (9 - 11)

June 2022
June 2
June 4

Grade 8 Moving On Ceremony
Graduation

Pn
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Understanding
Lahore American
School
The Lahore American School (LAS) is an independent co-educational day school which
offers a U.S. based educational program from Preschool through Grade 12 for students of all
nationalities. Founded in 1956 to serve American students overseas, LAS has developed into
a highly recognized international institution following an American college preparatory
curriculum. LAS has been accredited by the Middle States Association of Colleges and
Schools since 1984.
Selective admission is based on prior academic achievement, standardized test scores, an
admissions test, recommendations, and a personal interview. There are limited provisions at
LAS for students who have specialized educational or social/emotional needs.
All programs at LAS will be structured in order to meet the LAS Mission, uphold the LAS
Beliefs, and create students who embody the LAS Profile of Graduates. It is important that
LAS parents educate themselves about the LAS Mission, Beliefs and Profile of Graduates
below and ensure that they support them.

LAS MISSION

LAS PROFILE OF GRADUATES
Graduates of LAS are…

Igniting Passion for Learning
Connecting to the World
Building our Community
Preparing for the Future
Realizing our Potential

Curious Lifelong Learners
…curious about the world around them.
They approach life with a sense of
wonder and know that learning never
stops.
They
have
well-developed
research skills, and are passionate,
independent, and self-directed about
their learning as well as eager to share
what they have learned with others.

LAS BELIEFS
At LAS, we believe that …
Learning comes first.
Each of us is unique and learns in a variety
of ways.
School is a place where each of us is
challenged and inspired to do our best.
Each of us has the responsibility to
support one another in our learning.
Each of us has the responsibility to make
a useful contribution to the world as
members of both the local and global
communities.
We must learn in ways that will prepare us
for success in a rapidly changing world.

Critical Thinkers
…strong critical thinkers, with the ability
to make sense out of complexity and to
solve problems and make decisions
rationally, creatively, and ethically.
Effective Communicators
…passionate readers, skillful writers,
confident speakers, and careful listeners
in more than one language.
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Innovative
…flexible risk takers who can design,
implement, and evaluate creative solutions
to problems.
Collaborative
…able to work well with others as part of a
team. They know how to lead, but also how
to follow. They know how to unleash the
potential of a group and how to resolve
conflicts peacefully.
Connected
… connected to both the local and global
communities.
They
understand
and
appreciate their own cultural heritage, while
remaining open to and respecting the
traditions, values, and perspectives of
others. They have a passion to serve and the
vision and leadership skills needed to help
bring about positive social change.
Balanced
… academically, physically, socially, and
emotionally healthy in body and mind.

ORGANIZATION

Diligent
…focused and determined with excellent
organizational and time management skills.
They take responsibility for and pride in
doing their own work and they always strive
to do their best.
Technologically Literate
…able to navigate technology and to
critically assess and develop content that
uses new media forms, leveraging these
media for persuasive communication.
Global Citizens
…accepting of the values, beliefs, and
perspectives of others, and able to operate
effectively and with empathy in different
cultural settings.
Positive
…confident in themselves yet supportive and
appreciative of the efforts of others. Always
ready to help.
Ethical
…honest, fair, respectful, responsible, and
environmentally conscious.

LAS is governed by a seven-member Board of Directors elected for two-year terms by the Lahore
American Society. The American Ambassador to Pakistan also appoints a Department of State
member to the LAS Board of Directors. Membership in the Society is automatically conferred on
the parents or official guardians of children enrolled at LAS. LAS is also registered with the Ministry
of Education of Pakistan.

CALENDAR
The school year consists of two semesters. Semester 1 runs from mid-August to the end of
December. Semester 2 runs from mid-January to the first week of June. Each semester is divided
into two quarters for purposes of reporting grades. LAS classes are in session for approximately 180
days every year.

INSURANCE
The school does not provide a student insurance program. Parents should consider maintaining a
personal or company-related program.

ACCOUNTS OFFICE
The LAS Accounts Office receives school payments and fees. Questions regarding tuition, fees, and
financial matters should be directed to this office. It is located opposite the Main Office. Accounts
Office hours are 7:30 am to 4 pm.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
At LAS, English is the primary medium of instruction and every opportunity to use English will be
exercised. The exceptions to this are those classes in which students study Urdu or French.
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EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY AT LAS
One of the characteristics of the LAS Profile
of Graduates is that an LAS graduate must
be ‘Technologically Literate’. All students in
grades 6 through 12 use technology daily as
a learning tool. Workshops are offered to
allow parents to develop the technological
skills needed to stay up-to-date with
student progress as well.
LAS is a one-to-one laptop school.
Secondary students at LAS use laptop
computers daily in all classes as a tool for
learning. Requirements for the laptop and
details about technology

use at LAS can be found in the “Daily Life”
section of this handbook.
Parents are provided with a Plus Portal
account that gives them access to view their
child’s grades in every subject as soon as
the teacher publishes them. Teachers
update grades regularly and parents are
encouraged to review academic progress
with their child on a regular basis via the
Parent Plus Portal.
Students and parents can find technology
support from teachers and the Technology
Director.

The Council of International Schools (CIS) is a membership community committed to
high-quality international education. CIS community includes more than 1360
institutions representing 122 countries.
As a global non-profit membership organization, CIS provides services to individuals
that share a desire to provide students with the knowledge, skills, and abilities to
pursue their lives as global citizens; and a commitment to high-quality international
education.

THIS YEAR LAHORE AMERICAN SCHOOL RECEIVED OUR FULL
MEMBERSHIP INTO THE COUNCIL OF INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS (CIS).
In the continued expansion of the LAS
footprint into the larger international
education system LAS applied for the
Council of International and was granted
membership
upon
the
successful
acceptance of our self-study.

LAS has now applied for full accreditation
with CIS and thus become the only school
in Pakistan to hold accreditation by the
world’s
largest
international
school
governing body. LAS will complete and
submit the preparatory evaluation report
to CIS and host a preparatory evaluation
visit on March 14-18, 2022.
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CORE STANDARDS FOR CIS MEMBERSHIP
CIS member schools are measured
against the CIS core membership
standards. The accreditation process
will help LAS understand how to go
even further with all accreditation
standards.

CIS CODE OF ETHICS
The purpose of the CIS Code of Ethics is to describe the moral principles upon which CIS
members are expected to base their conduct and professional practice. All CIS members
are expected to:
Fulfill the promises stated in their guiding statements, policies, contracts, and
promotional materials.
Strive for excellence.
Nurture a culture of care in which the education, safety, and well-being of
students and others are paramount.
Comply with applicable laws and regulations.
Respect the dignity and equality of all individuals, groups, and cultures.
Promote global citizenship.

LAS LOOKS FORWARD TO PURSUING THIS JOURNEY AS WE STRIVE TO
BECOME THE FIRST CIS-ACCREDITED SCHOOL IN PAKISTAN.

Pn
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Joining
LAS
ADMISSIONS
The Lahore American School (LAS) accepts students who can be successful in the
regular academic program. Admission is contingent on completed application forms,
previous school records, copies of students’ and parents’ passports, and results from
previous academic testing. Placement tests assist admissions and placement
decisions.
All students enter on conditional acceptance
for the first semester. Failure to fulfill
expectations of the school program may result
in the withdrawal of admissions during this
conditional period. Students entering LAS are
enrolled as full-time students. LAS does not
offer part-time and partial placement.

Re-Admission Policy:

Applicants must submit complete school
records for the previous three years.
Students applying after the school year has
begun, must present transfer grades and
credits from their most recent school as well.
If the records are not in English, official
translations into English must be provided.
Students must be living with their parent(s)
or a designated adult guardian. A student
may not transfer into the 12th Grade once
the school year has begun.

No student who has been expelled from LAS or withdrawn due to academic or behavioral
difficulties will be considered for re-admission to Lahore American School.

GRADE PLACEMENT
The school determines the proper placement for new students. Testing and other appropriate
means are used to ensure that students are placed properly. In middle school, students are
placed in classes according to their chronological age with the cut-off birth date before
October 1, or in the grade that follows next in sequence from their previous school records.
High school students are usually placed in the grade that follows next in sequence from their
previous schooling. High school students will be classified by grade according to the number of
credits earned.
Grade 9 (first year): Fewer than 5 credits
Grade 10 (second year): At least 5 but fewer than 10 credits
Grade 11 (third year): At least 10 but fewer than 16 credits
Grade 12 (fourth year): 16 credits or more and able to complete sufficient credits for graduation.

Secondary administration determines the proper placement for new students.
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TRANSFER OF HIGH SCHOOL
CREDITS

TRANSFER FROM OTHER
NATIONAL SYSTEMS

High school students accepted to LAS
from another high school may only
transfer up to 8 credits per academic
year. Credits will be granted with core
subjects given priority. Any courses
completed beyond eight will be listed on
the LAS transcript but will not be
designated with credit.

Where national programs in other
countries closely correspond to the U.S.
grade level system, the main criteria for
student placement will be according to
the LAS cut-off age and number of years
of school completed unless academic
history and/or testing indicate a
different placement. Any concerns
regarding placement will be evaluated
on a case-by-case basis.

TRANSFER FROM SCHOOLS
WITH DIFFERENT CALENDARS
Students who enter during the second
semester and have completed a grade
leveling their previous school will be
placed in the same grade level they
completed.

Note that the corresponding grade in
LAS’s 12-year system may be one
number lower than that of a 13-year
system.

A NEW STUDENT’S FIRST DAY AT LAS
On the student’s first day at LAS, s/he will be asked to meet with the appropriate
Principal and Guidance Counselor to be introduced to the offices, collect his/her
schedule and be taken on a brief tour of his/her classrooms and locker. S/he will also
meet with the Technology Director and be provided all user information needed for
his/her Google Accounts. The advisor and class peers will then be introduced to
assist the new student throughout the first days at LAS.
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The LAS
Campus
FACILITIES

The school is housed on a four-and-one-half acre campus which includes an
elementary playground, sports field, heated swimming pool, cafeteria, snack
bar, Media Resource Center (MRC) containing 20,000 volumes, modern
science and computer laboratories, art rooms, ESL and Learning Support
rooms, music and drama rooms, an elementary computer lab, a technology
access lab, and a health clinic. The classrooms are spacious, well-equipped
and fully air-conditioned. There is also a multi-purpose facility which
includes covered basketball courts. A theater arts building with seating
capacity of 350 people caters to school performances, presentations,
lectures, and school community meetings.

CAFETERIA

SWIMMING POOL

The school cafeteria serves a nutritious,
hot lunch daily. In addition to the daily
hot meal, there are a variety of snacks
and drinks available from the Buffalo Grill
and Buff Cafe. The cafeteria, grill and
cafe accept cash payment only and will
not extend credit to students.

The LAS Swimming Pool is a 25-meter,
five-lane shaded pool used for classes,
swim teams, clubs and recreational
swimming. Information regarding special
pool timings is posted on the pool notice
board. For clarification of use of the pool
outside the teaching day, contact the
office of the LAS Athletic Director. All
persons are expected to abide by the
rules pertaining to the use of the pool.
These rules are posted at the pool and
are available with the pool attendant.

MEDIA RESOURCE CENTER

The LAS Media Resource Center is a resource center for students, teachers,
administrators and parents. Patrons will find a unique source of English language
material in various formats. The MRC offers books, magazines, newspapers, various
dictionaries, different encyclopedia sets, atlases, online books, Destiny and EBSCO
Host.
The large selection of fiction and non-fiction books is cataloged on our new userfriendly electronic database managed under Follett Destiny Library Manager. The
library subscribes to three major Pakistani English language newspapers. The MRC
houses over 40 general interest and professional periodicals that are available for all
patrons.
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Six computers with internet access are
available
for
research
purposes.
Wireless internet access is available in
the library for students with personal
laptops.
The MRC resources are available to
students and Society members every
Monday through Thursday from 7:00 am
to 4:00 pm, Friday from 7:00 am to
12:30 pm, and Saturday from 8:00 am to
12 noon. Students are expected to
follow all school rules as well as the
posted rules of the MRC. Failure to
follow the rules could lead to loss of

MRC privileges. Students who are asked
to leave will be sent to the principal’s
office.
Books are available for renewable twoweek lending periods. New periodicals are
available for overnight checkouts and
older periodicals are available for oneweek renewable periods.
All textbooks and teaching materials are
checked out to students individually
through the MRC. Students are responsible
for the care and condition of all teaching
materials. All textbooks and teaching
materials checked out for the school year
must be returned prior to student end of
year clearance.

Consequences for late/lost items
In the event of a lost book, the patron will be responsible for the replacement cost
of the book. If the patron finds the book after it has been paid for, the book can be
returned to the MRC and, if it is in good condition, the payment will be refunded
after overdue fines are paid.
Report cards of students with past due books and/or Media Center fines will be held
until their account is cleared up.

SCHOOL STORE

WIFI

The school store, Buff Stuff, sells P.E.
uniforms, stationary, school supplies,
and LAS specialty items. Buff Stuff is
open Monday through Friday before and
after school.

The LAS campus is enabled with wireless
Internet connectivity in all areas. This
supports our 1-to-1 laptop program in
which students in grades 6 through 12
use a laptop as a daily learning tool.

SCHOOL STORE
Bottled water is provided at multiple sites on campus. Large water bottles allow
students to refill their own reusable water bottles as needed with potable water. To
reduce the school’s impact on the environment, all students are required to bring a
reusable water bottle, clearly labeled with their names, to school each day. Reusable
water bottles may also be purchased at the school store.

Pn
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Campus Security
and Emergency
Procedures

The LAS campus is restricted exclusively for school use from Monday to Friday, 6 am to 6
pm. Admission to the LAS campus is by appropriate authorization only. Guidelines for
obtaining authorization to use the campus are available from the Main Office.
LAS is a closed campus, and students are not
allowed to leave campus at any time during the
school day. If a student has a signed, written
note from a parent or guardian to leave campus
during the day, it must be presented to the
Main Office Coordinator at the beginning of the
day. At the time of leaving, the student must
first go to the Main Office to obtain a Gate
Pass. The Gate Pass will be required in order to
clear security.
Students are not allowed to be unsupervised on
campus at any time. Students’ names must be
provided to the security office in advance when
attending events or activities outside of regular
school hours. Students must sign in at the Main
Gate and wait until the supervising teacher
arrives before being allowed to enter campus.
Private tutoring is not permitted on campus.

TRAFFIC
Middle and high school students should enter
and exit school at the Main Gate. Parents are
urged to strongly insist that their drivers
cooperate with our security staff as they assist
and direct morning and afternoon traffic. Please
obey the one-way street designation during the
hours posted. This cooperation is crucial to the
safe and efficient start and end of each school
day.
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IDENTIFICATION
Parents and maids are issued parent/maid
ID cards that must be worn visibly when
visiting campus,of course maids will remain
upto the respective reception areas.

VISITORS
All visitors must have an appointment and
must sign in and obtain a visitor’s pass
from security at the Main Gate. Visitors are
requested to report to the Main Office
before proceeding to the Middle School or
High School areas. The LAS Visitor ID card
issued at the Main Gate must be kept
visible at all times. Parents and other
visitors are requested not to enter or
interrupt classes in session. Visitors are not
permitted to bring cameras or mobile
phones on campus.

A student who wishes to bring a guest to school
must receive permission two days in advance
from the Secondary School Principal. The guest
must be registered in the Main Office. Guests
must be introduced to the classroom teacher
before each class starts.
The guest may attend classes of the sponsor
only. If the sponsor is not in a class, the guest
will have to report to the Secondary School
Principal. Any abuse of the privileges, and/or
infraction of the discipline policy, will result in
having the guest leave campus, and the guest
privileges
for
the
sponsoring
student
withdrawn. Guests on campus may not bring
cameras or mobile phones on campus and
must carry a visitor’s pass which is visibly
displayed at all times.
Surveillance: Our campus is under 24-hour
video surveillance. This includes both indoor
and outdoor areas. It is also to be noted, as per
Board mandate, that all meetings in the
conference and Board room in the main
administration building are video and audio
recorded. These recordings are only available to
the Superintendent.

CLOSING OF SCHOOL
Parents will receive an SMS text message in the
event of an unscheduled school closing. Please
provide the school with your up-to-date and
accurate contact information for this purpose.*
(las@las.edu.pk)
Lessons and assignments will be posted on
Google Classroom, our online learning portal.
Students are required to complete assignments
as instructed by their teacher during school
closures.

STUDENT PICKUP UNDER
EXTRAORDINARY CIRCUMSTANCES
All traffic in front of LAS will be one way only,
moving in the direction from the Main Gate to
the Elementary Gate. Once departing, vehicles
must carry on beyond the Elementary Gate to
the exit on the main road. Parents may enter
campus and report to the Elementary or
Secondary Office depending on the child/ren’s
grade level.
An LAS employee will bring the child to the
office. Meanwhile a Gate Pass will be prepared
by the office staff and given to the parent who
must show the pass as they exit the gate.
*Communication and hence overall security
are enhanced dramatically when LAS has
current and correct email addresses and
mobile phone numbers of each Society
member.

SAFETY DRILLS
In the event of an emergency during the school
day, bells will ring in varying tones to discern
between the various drills. The bells will be
accompanied by an English voiceover. Drills are
reviewed and practiced on a regular basis.
They are as follows:

FIRE DRILL PROCEDURE
Alarm: ringing of the
announcement on PA.

fire

alarm

and

Response for students and teachers in class:
At the alarm, students and teachers move
quietly and quickly to their designated assembly
area.
Lights are turned out and doors closed (but not
locked) upon exit.
If a first aid kit is in that class room or office it
must be taken to the assembly area.
Class lists must be taken to the assembly area
and roll taken.
The Principals will check with each teacher to
confirm that all students are accounted for.
Off duty teachers and assistants will report to
the respective Principals.
Class roll is sent to the principal's station by the
student runner.
Principals will report to the Superintendent .
Dismissal of fire drill: verbal from the
Superintendent, or the steady ringing of the school
bell.
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Assembly Areas:
If the fire site is in the Theater Arts Building and
ES area, the assembly area will be the gym.
If the fire site is in the area of gym and HS
buildings, the assembly area will be the large
playing field .

DUCK AND COVER DRILL PROCEDURE
Alarm: an announcement on the PA system

LOCKDOWN PROCEDURE

Duck and Cover is a standard drill used
worldwide as an immediate response to an
earthquake or any other event that could
compromise the structural integrity of the
building you are in, or of any buildings nearby.

Alarm : an announcement on the PA
Upon hearing the announcement, students
immediately move to a previously designated
area where they are unlikely to be seen from
the outside.
Teachers close and lock the door using the
sliding bolt, close curtains,turn out lights and
then join the students.
In order to avoid any fear or apprehension on
the part of the students we ask that you may
let them know, especially younger ones, what
to expect .
Elementary students on the playground or in
the bathrooms when they hear the
announcement go as quickly as possible to
their classrooms.
Students and attendants in the pool or on the
playing fields go as quickly as possible to the
gym classrooms.
Secondary students in the cafeteria or outside
on their lunch or other break go quickly to the
nearest classroom or office space.
HS girls in PE go to the Girls’ changing room.
HS boys in PE go to the Boys’ changing room.
MS students in PE go to the yoga room.
ES students in PE go to room 611.

Indoors
Stay inside until the shaking stops.
Move away from windows (many injuries occur
due to flying debris) as far as possible and squat
down by an inside wall.
Protect head and neck with arms.
Avoid hanging objects, mirrors, tall furniture, and
windows.
Do not get under furniture.
Updates will be forthcoming on the PA system.
Teachers must use discretion regarding available
space. The hallway outside a classroom may be
used.

Outdoors
Find a clear spot away from buildings, trees and
electricity/power lines.
Drop to the ground until the shaking stops
Updates will be forthcoming on the PA system

Another (second) announcement will be made
to evacuate the buildings onto the larger soccer
field. Students and staff should line up in Fire
Drill formation.

The Lock down stays in effect until the all
clear is given over the PA.
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Code of
Conduct PARENT
Lahore American School is committed to the safety and protection of its community. The
School has a Code of Conduct that is based on mutual respect; this code of conduct sets
the standard by which the members of the LAS community measure their relationships
with others. The values and attitude of the school community that supports the culture
and ethos of a school are significant in shaping the future of its young people.
LAS is committed to the values inherent in our mission, beliefs, and graduate profile.
These values will be readily visible in all classroom practices and assessment activities,
day-to-day life, school management, and leadership.
Mutual cooperation, respect for property, respect for our environment, and, above all,
respect for each other are essential to our happiness, and are, therefore, expected of the
entire LAS community.

PURPOSE

It is the intention of LAS to provide clear
guidelines to all parents and guardians
regarding the conduct expected of them while
on the school premises, participating in
school-related activities or representing the
school. Parents and guardians are expected to
uphold the school's core values at all times.

SCOPE OF POLICY

This Code of Conduct applies to all parents
and guardians of the LAS community who
have
either
direct
or
unsupervised
interactions with our students. The Code is
not limited to the school campus and school
hours, but extends to all events and activities
related to the school and when visiting or
representing the school.

DEFINITION OF A PARENT

For the purpose of this policy, a 'Parent' or
'Guardian' of Lahore American School
comprises anyone visiting the School who is
not a current student, employee, contractor
or volunteer.

RELATED POLICIES

The Lahore American School Parent Code of
Conduct is linked to the following school
policies:
Child Protection Policy
School Code of Conduct

ACCEPTABLE CONDUCT

maintain close communication with the
school staff concerning their child’s
performance and behavior;
support and show an interest in their
child's school work and progress;
ensure that their child attends school
regularly and on time and send a written
note to school when their child is absent
or late;
communicate to the school any problems
or conditions that may affect their child or
other children in the school.

This Code also entails that the actions of the
parent or guardians do not lead the school to
disrepute at any time, irrespective of whether
the activity takes place inside or outside the
school.
The code is not meant to be exhaustive but
aims to provide an outline of this behavior.
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strictly adhere to the School’s policies and
procedures as required;
become familiar with the Code of Conduct
and school rules;
uphold the School’s core beliefs and
values;
encourage their child in following the rules
of behavior;
discuss reports and school assignments
with their children.
assist the school staff to address
disciplinary issues.
behave in a manner that does not
endanger the health, safety, and wellbeing
of themselves or others;
ensure that their actions do not bring LAS
in disrepute;
be courteous and considerate of others;
comply with all health and safety rules and
procedures in place at the school and at
other locations where they may visit while
representing the school;
respect the authority of staff members
and observe the school rules as required;
refrain from all forms of bullying and
harassment;
respect school property and the property
of the entire community;
refrain from any activities (including social
media activities), communication or
conduct that would reasonably be seen to
undermine the reputation of the school, or
its staff.
not be intoxicated by alcohol or under the
influence of illegal drugs or other
substances that are harmful to health
when visiting the school campus,
attending school functions or engaging in
school activities.

UNACCEPTABLE CONDUCT
Unacceptable conduct includes, but is not
limited to:
touching,
manipulating,
pushing,
or
otherwise physically or sexually interfering
with students, children, or others in a
manner that is not acceptable and may
endanger the health, safety, and wellbeing
of that person;
any sort of physical or verbal abuse
including screaming (whether in person or
by telephone), fighting, assaulting, or
threatening violence;
speaking in a very offensive or intimidating
tone and manner (in any sort of
threatening
language,
gestures,
or
behavior);
any type of cyberbullying or cyber abuse;
physical and verbal threats;
using language or conduct that is likely to
offend, harass, intimidate or unfairly
discriminate
against
any
student,
employee, or another person;
theft, fraud, or abuse of school resources;
the use of inappropriate gestures and
images;
being intoxicated by alcohol or under the
influence of illegal drugs or other
substances harmful to health while at the
same time threatening words, actions, or
behavior;
smoking in the school premises;
Racist statements/comments

BREACH
Lahore American School reserves the right to
take any necessary actions to ensure that
members of the school community are not
subjected to abuse.
Parents who continue to violate the Code will
be referred to the Superintendent and Board
of Directors, who have full discretion to take
action, which may also lead to a ban from the
School premises, attendance at school, or
school-based activities.
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Code of
Conduct STUDENTS
Lahore American School is committed to the safety and protection of its community. The
School has a Code of Conduct that is based on mutual respect; this code of conduct sets
the standard by which the members of the LAS community measure their relationships
with others. The values and attitude of the school community that supports the culture
and ethos of a school are significant in shaping the future of its young people.
LAS is very much committed to the values inherent in our mission, beliefs, and learning
profile, these values will be readily visible in all classroom and assessment practices, the
daily life, management and leadership of the school.
Mutual cooperation, respect for property, respect for our environment, and, above all,
respect for each other are essential to our happiness, and are, therefore, expected of the
entire LAS community.

PURPOSE

LAS intends to provide clear guidelines to all
our students regarding the conduct expected
of them while on the School premises,
engaging in School related activities or
representing the School. Lahore American
School expects its students to uphold the
School’s core values at all times.

SCOPE OF POLICY

This Code of conduct applies to all students
of the LAS community. The Code is not limited
within the school campus and school hours, it
extends to all activities and events that are
school-related,
and
when
visiting
or
representing the School.
This code is not intended to be exhaustive
but seeks to provide illustrations of such
behavior.

RELATED POLICIES

The Lahore American School Code of Conduct
is linked to the following school policies:
Child Protection Policy
Acceptable Use of ICT for Students
School Code of Conduct

Attendance Policy
Anti-Bullying Policy
e-Safety Policy
Equal Opportunities Policy
Drugs & Alcohol Policy

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR
Discipline and good behavior are key
foundations for a good education; Without it,
good learning and teaching cannot take place.
LAS expects and insists on the highest
standards of behavior throughout our school
premises.
Courtesy, good manners, and consideration
for others, together with self-discipline and
proper respect for authority are encouraged
at all times and are essential if we are to make
our school a truly caring community.
Rules are essential for the benefit of all in any
community and we try to keep these as
simple as possible, but we do expect them to
be kept.
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Parents are expected to read the Policy with
their children before the start of the School
year and from time to time thereafter.
Students are expected to know, understand
and comply with the Code, which may be
revised and updated from time to time. The
Standards of behavior will be addressed and
reiterated regularly in the classroom and in
school assemblies.

UNACCEPTABLE CONDUCT

ACADEMIC BEHAVIOR

Although many school tasks are performed
individually, there are occasions when
students are required to work together either
by using or gathering similar information
during the process of completing the task.
Collaboration allows our students to work
together to prepare, collect and share
information. Nevertheless, the final work and
all its parts must be done separately and
cannot be the same as any other individual.

All students are expected to be involved,
dedicated, and engaged in the LAS learning
environment. This will ensure you continue to
learn and develop your skills. Growth is what
we are striving for, and that will require your
commitment to be on the job and to achieve
the assigned work. You are expected to meet
and respect timelines and submit work that
has been fully attempted to the best of your
abilities.

COMMITMENT

The display of commitment to educational
and extracurricular activities is vital. LAS
students have a responsibility to attend
school when healthy and well, and to arrive on
time for work, classes, and meetings with
others.

CONDUCT

Every individual is entitled to be treated with
respect and dignity and is also expected to
treat others within the school community with
respect and dignity. Your behavior reflects
you and your school wherever you are. Please
consider the effects of your words and
actions. Keep in mind the values of our school,
and you will not go wrong.

ACADEMIC HONESTY

Students at LAS are expected to embody the
highest standards of academic integrity. True
academic achievement and advancement can
only be achieved when students produce
original, authentic coursework. Class grades,
assignments, and project scores should be a
clear indication of the student's own research
and knowledge. Academic dishonesty gives a
false idea of a student's accomplishments

It is every student’s obligation to complete
assignments, projects, tests, and other
assessments on his own without unauthorized
assistance. By doing this, the student will be
able to truly demonstrate his abilities and
understandings, thus instilling credibility to
himself and the school.

Cheating is a student's attempt to
demonstrate a level of skill that is not a true
reflection of ability. Plagiarism is copying
another person's ideas, words or writing and
passing them off as one’s own. Allowing
someone else to copy your work and submit it
as their own is an example of collusion. These
are all prohibited in school and may result in
disciplinary actions such as loss of credit
scores. Refer to Disciplinary Procedures for
more details.

DIVERSITY
Lahore American School is fortunate enough
to be part of a multicultural, global community
where we can benefit from the different
experiences, beliefs, and diverse backgrounds
of others. LAS expects you to accept,
understand, and be sensitive to differences
between the members of our community.
We respect every member of the community
as an individual and will not tolerate any
prejudicial or derogatory remarks or behavior
against others on the grounds of ethnicity,
religious belief, special educational needs or
learning difficulties, impairment, age, sexual
orientation,
pregnancy
and
childbirth,
marriage and civil partnership, among others.
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BULLYING

Lahore American School’s position on bullying
is unequivocal: it is unacceptable and will
always be treated as a serious offense.
Bullying is a behavior intended to hurt and
humiliate people. It is essential that no
member of the LAS community is bullied,
either physically or psychologically, by others.
Always be on guard not to be drawn into any
behavior that may cause harm to another
person. If you are being bullied or harassed by
others, or if you know someone else is being
bullied, you should immediately inform a staff
member. See also our Anti-Bullying Policy.

ABSENCES

Students are expected to submit a letter of
explanation or email to the school if they are
absent or unable to accomplish any
requirements that they might have had.
For school functions and activities, students
are expected to notify the teachers as soon
as they know they will be absent from school
for a game or related purpose. Please refer to
the attendance policy also.

DRESS CODE

LAS does not have a school uniform, but we
expect you to take pride in your appearance
and to dress in a fashion that is respectful,
modest, and suitable for school and study.
The length of shorts or dresses should be at
least halfway between the knee and the top of
the thigh. Please refer to the school dress
code/policy.

PERSONAL DEVICES

Cell phones are prohibited on the LAS
campus. The school phone is available at the
reception and is only used for emergency
purposes and with the permission of a
teacher. Laptops and MacBooks used during
school hours have to be utilized responsibly,
in accordance with the Acceptable Use Policy.
The school shall not be liable for any loss or
damage to these items.

damaged, destroyed, or stolen property will
be obliged to pay for the damages. Vandalism
and theft are serious offenses and may result
in disciplinary action.

DRUGS, ALCOHOL, AND SMOKING
LAS prohibits the possession, use, or supply of
drugs and related substances to all its
students. Bringing alcohol onto school
premises, or while involved in school activities,
being in possession of alcohol, supplying or
obtaining alcohol for another, or being
impaired by alcohol while on school premises,
when traveling to and from school, or in the
care of the school is forbidden. It is also an
offense for students to smoke on school
premises, or when otherwise engaged in
school activities. Smoking is a health and
safety concern and is particularly serious inhouse as it exposes others to passive smoking
and poses a significant fire risk. See also
Drugs, Alcohol, and Smoking Policy for further
information.

MONETARY FUNDS
Students of Lahore American School can carry
no more than Rs.10,000 at a time while on the
school campus.

LIMITATIONS
If for any reason, a student needs to leave the
school campus during the school day, he/she
must first seek permission, in the form of a
written note, from the main reception. Unless
special arrangements have been made with
the parents, elementary students must not
leave the school campus during the day
unaccompanied by a known, trusted adult.
Any high school student who leaves the
campus during the school day must sign out
at the School Reception and sign in again on
their return.

THEFT AND VANDALISM

Theft is a major infraction of the LAS rules. The
intentional damage of school property or the
belongings of others is a breach of the LAS
Code of Conduct. Students who have
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Expectations of
LAS Students
STUDENTS RIGHTS
1. students have the right to a meaningful
education, the maintenance of high
educational standards, and education
that adequately meets the needs of the
individual student within the limitations
of the Lahore American School.
2. Students have the right to a meaningful
curriculum and the right to voice their
opinions and provide input into the
development of the curriculum of the
school.
3. Students have the right to express their
views on matters that affect the quality
and content of their education.
4. Students have the right to adequate and
timely notice of all rules, regulations,
policies, and penalties to which they are
subject. All such rules and regulations
must be made available in writing and be
accessible to all students.
5. Students have the right to physical
safety and protection of their personal
property, including the right to safe and
sanitary school buildings and facilities.
6. Students have the right to adequate
consultation with teachers, counselors,
administrators,
and
other
school
personnel.
7. Students have the right to free election
of their peers in approved student
organizations

maintaining good order, self-discipline, and
consideration for the rights and property of
others including, but not limited to, the
following guidelines for Conduct.

STUDENTS RESPONSIBILITIES

Each student shall be responsible for his/her
own conduct and for providing a positive
and healthy environment for others by
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Show respect for the educational process
and learning environment of others by
attending all scheduled classes on time,
refraining
from
habitual
tardiness,
absences, or other activities such as
inappropriate classroom behaviors that
diminish the rights and opportunities of
others to receive an education.
Stay on task and engage in the lesson and
participate in class discussions and
activities.
Communicate with the teacher when
confused about a lesson.
Meet assignment deadlines, notices, and
so forth, both for the classes which they
are taking and for such external
examinations as they may need. Each
student should also be aware of any cocurricular activities, which may be posted
in the Announcements Classroom.
Show Academic Honesty in all work
conducted as part of the learning
process.
Exhibit
neatness,
cleanliness,
and
appropriateness of personal attire and
hygiene,
including observance of the LAS dress
standard.
Respect school property and personal
property of others, including keeping all
books, facilities, and materials in good
condition. This includes the appropriate
disposal of trash/ recycling. Students are
required to pay the replacement cost of
lost or damaged textbooks in the

Accounts Office. Report Cards and
transcripts will not be released if money
is owed for a school-provided resource.
Act considerately toward others by
refraining from loud and boisterous
behavior and especially by refraining
from the use of vulgar or obscene
language. This also includes respect for
those performing during assemblies.
Respect for the ethnicity and gender of
all persons by refraining from teasing,
harassing, or discriminating against
anyone based on their race, ethnic
background, religion or gender.
Refrain from denying others the use of
school facilities or buildings, creating
disturbances, acting in such a manner as

to expose others to risk or danger of
harm or injury or using threats or
intimidation against any other person.
Refrain from public displays of affection
and unwanted physical contact.
Refrain from fighting, intentionally injuring
another person, behaving in such a
manner as to risk harm or injury.
Refrain from carrying or using any
weapon or illegal substance on the
premises.
Concern for the health and safety of
others by refraining from using,
possessing, transmitting, or being under
the influence of any alcoholic beverage, a
controlled substance,or by engaging in
excessive noise, theft, or any unlawful
activity.

Expectations of
LAS Parents and
Guardians
LAS recognizes that parents and the home environment are pivotal influences on a
student’s success. The expectations outlined in this section are provided so that
every student’s family is fully aware of how they can best support the child’s
education at LAS. The following expectations apply for all parents and guardians:

FOR YOUR CHILD’S SAFETY
Notify the Secondary Office any time your
child is absent or late to school. A simple
note, email (attendance@las.edu.pk) or call
to school will ensure the security of our
students.
Keep your contact information up-to-date.
Notify the school of any changes in address
or telephone numbers. It is the parent’s
responsibility to contact the main office to
update contact information.
When you are away from home/Lahore for
overnight or longer, notify the Secondary
Office and provide the name and contact
details of the guardian whom we should
contact in the event of emergency. A

student must have a parent or designated
guardian residing in Lahore and taking dayto-day responsibility for the student’s
welfare. If parents are temporarily away
from home for overnight or longer, an adult
guardian must be given responsibility for
the student and the school notified so we
know whom to contact in the event of
illness or other matters requiring attention.
Have students collected by 3:15 pm
Monday to Thursday and 12:30 pm on
Friday unless you have given signed
permission for him/her to register in a cocurricular activity. There is no supervision
and no medical care available for students
after these hours!
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FOR YOUR CHILD’S HEALTH
Keep sick (feverish/vomiting) students at
home and healthy students in school.
Know that a student who is healthy enough
to attend school will be asked to
participate in PE classes.
Provide
the
school
doctor
with
comprehensive information regarding your
child’s condition and medication.
Inform the school doctor of any significant
change in the health status of/or medicines
prescribed
to
your
child.
(See
Administration of Medications at LAS
below)
Keep any inhalers or emergency shots
available with the school doctor and PE
teachers.
Make sure your child is going to bed early
enough to get at least 8 hours of sleep on
school nights.
Report any emotional concerns to the
Guidance Counselor, Assistant Principal, or
Principal.

FOR YOUR CHILD’S SUCCESS IN
SCHOOL

Have your children dropped at school by
7:30 am at the latest.
Ask your child to pack all needed materials
(including PE kit) before bed.
Share any academic testing results with the
Principals.
Check your child’s Google Classroom
courses weekly.
Check Parent Plus weekly.
Attend
Parent-Teacher-Student
Conferences with your child at the end of
each grading period and as many other
school events as possible.

FOR YOUR CHILD’S MORAL
DEVELOPMENT

Support the teacher’s decisions to your
child, and contact the teacher immediately
to discuss any concerns. This is the best
way to avoid unnecessary stress and
maintain
strong
parent-teacher
relationships.
Expect your child to complete his/her own
work. Do not allow family members or
tutors to complete assignments for your
child; do not allow your child to take work
from friends.

Ensure your child attends all classes every
school day. Do not allow your child to stay
home or miss a class in order to prepare for
another class, cram for an exam, avoid an
exam or finish a project.
Teach your child to arrive on time. Do not
provide false excuses for missed classes or
tardy arrivals; do not provide false excuses
for students who do not want to participate
in a class. Do not provide false excuses to
allow your child to leave school early.
Expect your child to show consideration
and acceptance of other people. Do not
allow your child to hurt, tease or harass
other students.
Stay informed about LAS – see
communication below.

FOR YOUR CHILD’S BELONGINGS
Label any item you send to school,
including PE clothes, book bags, and laptop
chargers.
Encourage your child to be responsible for
his/her own things.

ADMINISTRATION OF PRESCRIBED
MEDICATIONS AT LAS
Ideally, medication should be administered
by parents. Where possible it is the school’s
policy to comply with requests from parents
to help in administering medicines to
children when these are of an essential
nature (e.g. epilepsy, diabetes, asthma,
anaphylaxis, allergic reactions), during the
school day.
Parents are responsible for providing the
school
doctor
with
comprehensive
information regarding the pupil’s condition
and medication. Prescribed medication will
not be accepted in school without parental
completion of Request for a School to
Administer Medication form (sample
provided at the end of this handbook). The
school doctor will not give a non-prescribed
medicine to a child unless there is specific
prior written permission from the parents.
Each item of medication must be delivered
to
the
school
doctor,
in
normal
circumstances by the parent, in a secure
and labelled container as originally
dispensed. Each item of medication must be
clearly
labelled
with
the
following
information:
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Student’s Name
Name of medication
Dosage
Frequency of administration
Date of dispensing
Storage requirements (if important)
Expiry date.
The school will not accept items of medication
in unlabelled containers.

ADMINISTRATION OF OVER-THECOUNTER MEDICATIONS AT LAS

If a student requires over-the-counter
medications such as panadol or cough syrup,
the school doctor will email or phone the
parent for permission to administer any overthe-counter medication.
The LAS school doctor is responsible for
maintaining records of any medications that
are administered to students on campus.

COMMUNICATION BETWEEN LAS
AND HOME

LAS encourages active, positive and open
communication between home and school to
ensure the security, academic success, and
emotional well-being of the child. Parents are
encouraged to use email as a primary mode of
communication with teachers. Teacher email
addresses are available to the students in this
handbook and can be obtained from the
office.

CHANNELS OF COMMUNICATION

LAS fosters and encourages collaboration
between parents and teachers. After all,
parents and teachers are both working toward
the same goal, maximizing learning. Parents
may at times have concerns or questions
about the program and are requested to
communicate with the person who is most
closely associated with the topic or issue. That
person is most often the teacher. Therefore,
parents should speak with the teacher before
seeking intervention from a higher authority.
The Principal and Assistant Principal, of course,
are available to help when needed; however,
LAS promotes the Mission of Building our

Community by urging all parties to follow the
channels of communication outlined here:
Teachers: When parents would like to discuss
their child’s schoolwork they should begin by
seeing the teacher. Appointments with
teachers may be arranged through the school
office or via email to the teacher.
Principals: Concerns that cannot be resolved
through a conference with the teacher or
questions of a more general nature
concerning the operation of the school and its
programs may be discussed with the
Secondary Principal or the Secondary
Assistant Principal. Appointments may be
arranged by telephoning the school offices.
Superintendent: The Superintendent is the
agent of the Board of Directors, and is the
channel of communication between the Board
of Directors and parents. Questions about
school policy should be addressed to the
Superintendent.
Board: If an issue cannot be resolved after a
meeting with the Superintendent it may be
referred to the Board of Directors.
Communications directed to the Board should
be in writing and should be addressed to the
President
of
the
Board
c/o
the
Superintendent’s office.

STAYING INFORMED

It is vital that LAS parents know what is
happening at school. An informed and involved
parent community is an asset in any
educational environment. Teenage children
may attempt to exploit the lack of knowledge
of parents at times. Contact us at school to
verify the facts about events and required
after-school work.
LAS
provides
communication
parents/guardians in a variety of ways:

to

Bulletin Boards: These contain general
information posted for students.
Friday Flash: The weekly newsletter is sent
to parents via an email link and is also
available
on
our
website
(http://www.las.edu.pk).
Google Classroom sites: These provide
class expectations, syllabus and daily
assignments for students.
Parent Plus Portal: This provides updated
information on a student’s academic
progress in all classes.
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Parent Plus Portal: This provides updated
information on a student’s academic
progress in all classes.
Report cards: These are distributed after
the completion of each quarter.
Parent-Teacher Conferences by Request:
These may be requested at any time by
the teacher or the parent.
Scheduled
Parent-Teacher-Student
Conferences: At the completion of
quarters 1 and 2, time is set aside for
conferences. Students are required to
attend
conferences
with
a
parent/guardian.
LAS Board meetings: Parents are welcome
to attend the open session at the
beginning of each monthly Board meeting.
Secondary Open House: This is held for
parents at the beginning of the school
year.
Special meetings: These are held on
specific topics throughout the school year,
such as College Night, New Student
Orientation, and Family Literacy Night.
SMS text messages: These may be sent by
the School for special occasions.

Apart from the regular twice-yearly conferences,
individual conferences may easily be arranged as
follows:
Parents request an individual conference by
emailing the teacher concerned, to which the
teacher responds.
Parents request a group conference with multiple
teachers by contacting the Secondary Office who
will arrange the conference.
The teacher emails parents requesting a
conference.
The Secondary Office calls parents to schedule a
conference.
It is strongly advised that a parent/teacher
conference be held, with the student present, at
any point in the year for any subject where the
earned grade is below 70%. Communication is
key to student success.

NOTIFICATION OF STUDENT
WITHDRAWALS
A letter addressed to the Secondary
Principal from the parents or the official
guardian is required before withdrawal
procedures can be initiated.
A student who leaves school permanently
prior to the closing of school will receive an
attendance statement and transcript
based on the amount of work completed.
The principal’s office must be notified in
writing two weeks in advance in order to
prepare student records. An official
transcript will be sent to a new school
upon request, showing all semester grades
and credits that were completed at LAS.

PARENT-TEACHER-STUDENT
CONFERENCES
Parents are encouraged to attend ParentTeacher-Student
conferences
with the
student in order to meet with their child’s
teachers and learn of their child’s progress in
school. These are held two times per year:
after Quarter 1, and after Quarter 3.
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Daily Life at
School

Students are expected to be in their classroom by 7:40 am. The school day ends at 2:55 pm
each day except on Fridays when students are dismissed at 12:20 pm. For their own safety,
students who are not in a supervised activity must leave campus after regular school
dismissal. Students are not allowed to be on campus without adult supervision at any time.

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY

SCHOOL HOURS

School Office Hours 7:30 am to 3:30 pm
Library Hours 7:00 am to 4:00 pm
Regular School Day Timings 7:40 am to 2:55 pm
Friday School Day Timings 7:40 am to 12:20 pm

CLASS SCHEDULE
Secondary students attend four classes each day on an alternating A/B schedule. The
Monday to Thursday schedule includes two 10-minute transitions and a 35-minute lunch
break. Each class is 90 minutes in length, except on Fridays. Friday classes are 45 minutes
long with 10-minute transitions.
Intramurals and co-curricular sports and activities are scheduled before or after school and
during the lunch break.
The Buffs Block provides time once a week for students to meet in advisory groups, hold
class meetings and host assemblies.

BELL SCHEDULE – MONDAY
THROUGH THURSDAY
Block 1
Morning Meeting
Transition
Block 2
Lunch

7:40-9:10 (90 minutes)
9:10-9:25 (15 minutes)
9:25-9:35 (10 minutes)
9:35-11:05 (90 minutes)
11:05-11:45 (35 minutes +

Block 3
Transition
Block 4

11:45-1:15 (90 minutes)
1:15-1:25 (10 minutes)
1:25-2:55 (90 minutes)

BELL SCHEDULE – FRIDAY

5-minute transition)

Block 1
Transition
Block 2
Transition
Block 3
Transition

7:40 am – 8:25 am (45 minutes)
8:25 am – 8:35 am (10 minutes)
8:35 am – 9:20 am (45 minutes)
9:20 am – 9:30 am (10 minutes)
9:30 am – 10:15 am (45 minutes)
10:15 am – 10:35 am

Block 4
Transition
Buffs Block

10:35 am – 11:20 am (45 minutes)
11:20 am – 11:30 am (10 minutes)
11:30 am – 12:20 pm (50 minutes)

(20 minutes, food service)

Pn
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REQUIRED SUPPLIES

PRINT RESOURCES

At LAS students supply their own
notebooks, paper, pencils, erasers, pens,
and other necessary school stationery
supplies. Basic stationery supplies will not
be provided by teachers, but students may
purchase such supplies from the school
store “Buff Stuff”. The following stationery
items are required of all students for all
classes:

Textbooks are loaned to students by the school
and distributed by the MRC as required for
individual courses. The MRC checks the needed
text out to each student. Additionally, the
condition of the book when it is loaned. Students
must write their names in all books issued to
them. Additional resources may be checked out
from the Media Resource Center (MRC) at the
teacher’s request.

Required Materials in Middle and High School
• Reusable water bottle
• Pencil case/organizer to store small items
• Pens (black/blue and additional colors)
• Pencils
• Pencil sharpener
• Erasers
• Notebooks
• Colored pencils
• Crayons
• Highlighters
• Scotch tape
• Scissors
• Post-its
• Glue stick
• Ruler
• 3 x 5 index cards
• Multi-pocket plastic trapper for storing
handouts
• Loose-leaf paper
• 3-ring binders with dividers

Each textbook must be returned in good
condition to the MRC at the end of the course.
Students are required to pay a fine to the
Accounts Office covering damage to or loss of
school-issued resources. A replacement is
issued only after the fine has been paid and a
receipt obtained. Report Cards and other school
records will not be released until all fines have
been paid for lost or damaged resources.

Additional specific requirements will be listed
on the syllabus of each class, available on
Google Classroom.

Pn
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TECHNOLOGY AT LAS
Lahore American School is a BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) school. Student devices
must be able to run the following programs and should be fully compatible with the
school’s platform.
Pirated versions of any software are not acceptable. Students are responsible for the
security and maintenance of laptops and peripherals.

TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS - HARDWARE
LAS aims to develop the 21st Century skills that students will need to maintain
competitiveness in a changing technological landscape and to develop creative and
critical thinking through a rich curriculum built on inquiry and experiential learning.
MacBook expands the possibilities to support and drives such learning experiences.
It is our goal to transition into a 1:1 Macbook program in secondary school. We are in the
earlier stage of this transition. ALL grade 6 and NEW grade 7-12 students will be
required to purchase a MacBook that meets our minimum requirements to use in and
outside of the classroom for learning purposes. Returning LAS students may continue to
use their current device until it needs to be replaced. At which time, these new
requirements will be applicable. Windows PC laptops or any other devices will no longer
be acceptable.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

PERIPHERAL DEVICES

All MacBooks have to meet these
minimum requirements:
MacBook Air or MacBook Pro 13” or
larger.
MacBooks must have a minimum
hard disk storage size of 256GB.
MacBooks models should be no older
than the Year 2018. A new model is
preferred.
Windows PC Laptops or any other
devices will not be acceptable

Other
peripherals
that
we
will
recommend to buy:
A compatible headset
USB-C adapter (for data transfer)
USB C flash drive
Protective case
Webcam cover

TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS - SOFTWARE
VLC
GIMP
Inkscape
Scribus
Google Chrome
Movie Maker for
Windows or
iMovie for Macintosh or
Kdenlive for Linux
Alice (for Grade 8 ICT)
In-Page Urdu (for Urdu)
Audacity (for Music)

Free/Open Source (https://www.videolan.org/)
Free/Open Source (gimp.org)
Free/Open Source (inkscape.org)
Free/Open Source (scribus.net)
Freeware (google.com/chrome/)
Freeware (https://www.topwin-movie-maker.com/ )

Freeware (www.alice.org)
Software (www.inpage.com)
Free/Open Source (audacityteam.org)
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LAPTOP CARE
Students are highly advised to label laptops,
chargers, and bags and to never leave the
laptop unattended unless it is locked away
in the student’s locker. It is the student’s
responsibility to ensure that his/her laptop
is fully charged for the class and that a
charger and plug adapter is brought to
school daily.
Students whose personal laptop is under
repair may borrow a laptop for the day from
the IT department. The student must
present a signed permission slip from
his/her advisor to the IT office in order to
sign out a school laptop. All laptops must
be returned to the IT office at the end of
the day.

GOOGLE APPS FOR EDUCATION
(GAFE)

Google Calendars include a testing
calendar on which teachers note the dates
of tests and major assignments and an
activities calendar that includes schedules
of extracurricular sports and other events.
Google Drive is a cloud storage service
that allows students to access, create, and
share files from any computer.

Each student at LAS is given a school
Google Account that includes access to
their student email address, Google
Calendar, Google Drive, and Google
Classroom.
Student email addresses are restricted for
school use and should be utilized for
student communication with classmates,
teachers, and other school staff.

Google Classroom is the online learning
platform at LAS. Teachers use the online
tools available to provide students with
class outlines, resources, lessons, and
assignments. Students absent from school
are responsible for checking the online
classroom and communicating with the
teacher
about
instruction
and
assignments missed. In the event of the
closure of the LAS campus due to
extraordinary circumstances, students are
required to complete assigned learning
activities via Google Classroom and other
Google apps for all classes.
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DRESS CODE

SCHOOL PHONE USE

A student’s appearance is expected to
show respect toward their learning, their
school, and themselves, as well as the
customs of Pakistan. Dressing and grooming
to reflect a serious attitude toward the
achievement of excellence projects a
positive image of the school and lessens
disruptions to the learning process. All
students are expected to dress modestly
with respect to the cultural norms of
Pakistan.*

The Secondary School Office phone is
available for student use in cases of
emergency. Parents may leave urgent
messages for students at 0423-5762406/7/8. Students will be called from
class in cases of emergency only.

The following are not permitted at LAS:
Culturally insensitive clothing
Drug- or alcohol-related jewelry or clothing
Clothing promoting sexist, racist, violent
attitudes or which are purposely provocative
Gang-related dress wear
Torn or dirty clothing
Caps or non-religious headgear indoors
Clothing that shows cleavage or underwear
Pajamas
Slippers, beach, or shower footwear
Shorts or skirts any higher than just above
the knee
Sweatpants or PE kit outside of P.E. class or
sports practice

PERSONAL PROPERTY
Valuables, such as iPods/MP3 players,
expensive sports equipment, and jewelry
are not to be brought to school unless
needed for classroom use. If such items
are brought to school they should be
properly safeguarded by the student.
Students are discouraged from bringing
valuables or large amounts of money to
school. The school is not responsible for
stolen, lost, or damaged property. Use
your locker.

*Leggings and tights are considered
undergarments and should have a top that
covers to the knee.

Students
must
never
under
any
circumstances carry items that threaten
the safety of others.

*Uncovered shoulders or midriffs and
excessively tight clothing are considered
immodest and not keeping within the
cultural norms of Pakistan.

LOCKERS

Dress Code Procedure
The school stresses the avoidance of
extremes and reserves the right to request
a student to change into more appropriate
attire, send them home to change, or
remove any student who is not complying
with LAS standards of dress. Teachers will
assess the appropriateness of each
student’s attire and make a preliminary
judgment on suitability. Ultimately, the final
decision for the appropriateness of dress
and accessories will rest with the
administration.

Each student will be assigned a lock and
locker at the start of school for the
storage of his/her supplies. Lockers are
school property and are subject to checks
at any time by the administration. The
school reserves the right to inspect
lockers should the need arise. The
contents of lockers will be considered the
personal belongings of the student to
whom the locker is assigned. Students
must use the school-issued lock.
Students are not permitted to write on
lockers or place stickers on the outside of
lockers. It is the responsibility of each
student to keep his/her locker neat and
locked at all times. Books, notebooks,
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Don’t leave your personal belongings
lying around unattended.
Always lock your locker. Ask for a new
lock if you suspect others know your
combination.
Clearly mark your personal belongings
with your name.
Report loss or suspected theft to the
Secondary Office immediately. You will
be asked to complete a form asking for
details and a description of the item.
Note that student property left
unattended may be confiscated,
requiring a donation for retrieval.
USE YOUR LOCKER.

laptops, and other materials are not to be
left on top of lockers, in the bathrooms, or
anywhere other than inside lockers. In an
effort to keep the school neat, materials
found in open areas will be collected and
placed in the lost and found cupboards.
Valuables left unattended outside of
lockers will be confiscated and require a
donation to charity for their return.
Students are required to store large
backpacks in their lockers as these will not
be permitted in the classroom.

LOCKS

Secondary students are each issued a
combination lock by LAS to secure their
belongings in the student locker. The
combination should be memorized and
kept private from all other students.
Students may exchange their lock for a
different one if they feel others know their
combination or should it not work properly.
Students must use a school-issued lock.
Students are responsible for returning the
same lock to their advisors at the end of
the school year. Lost locks are billed to the
student.

LOST AND FOUND &
UNATTENDED ITEMS
Most items placed in the Lost & Found are
not lost – rather they are items left
unattended or not cared for by the student.
It is the student’s responsibility to keep
personal items and school materials locked
safely in lockers. Use your locker.

PREVENTING LOSS, DAMAGE,
OR THEFT
Here are suggestions that should help
prevent the loss, damage or theft of your
personal items while at school:
Don’t bring large amounts of cash or
valuable items to school that are of no
use in the school setting.
Large
items
that
cannot
be
temporarily stored in your locker may
be left in the Secondary Office.

RETRIEVING UNATTENDED
VALUABLES
Unattended items will be placed in the
nearest Lost & Found cupboard. Students
may access the Lost & Found before and
after school and between classes.
Students will not be allowed to access the
Lost and Found during instructional time.
Unclaimed items in the Lost and Found will
be donated to charity at the end of every
quarter.
Book bags, laptops, textbooks, and other
valuables will be secured in the Main
Office. Students must pay a donation to
charity in order to retrieve valuables they
have left unattended. The second time a
valuable is left unattended, it will be
secured in the office for the duration of
the day and can be collected at the
beginning of the next school day for a
slightly greater donation to charity.
The school assumes no responsibility for
lost, stolen or damaged articles.
Students who leave their belongings
unattended are placing their belongings
in jeopardy of theft and damage.
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PROCEDURE FOR LOSS OF
BELONGINGS

PERSONAL TECHNOLOGY

Students should report lost or stolen items
immediately to the Secondary Office.
Parents need to be aware that there is NO
COVERAGE for lost items.
Submit a report. (Forms are available in
the Main Office)
The Main Office Coordinator will check
that the report has been completed
accurately.
The appropriate principal will be
informed of the loss and will investigate
if appropriate.
A complete record of the theft incident
will be kept in the Main Office.

The only technology students are required
to bring to school is a laptop computer and
peripherals required for use by a specific
class.
Cameras,
mobile
phones,
smartwatches, tablets, and any electronic
devices which send/receive a wifi signal
are not permitted on the LAS campus.
We highly recommend that students do not
bring valuable technology unless required
by a teacher for use in class. The school is
not responsible for the loss or damage of
laptops or other electronic devices.

Student
Support
Services
ADVISORY AND MORNING
MEETINGS
All secondary students are assigned an
advisor from the faculty in their section
(MS or HS) to monitor and oversee their
socio-emotional
and
academic
development. These advisors meet with
up to 15 students and serve as the first
contact for student support. During daily
Morning Meetings and Friday Advisory
lessons, advisors provide small group
support through sessions on:
Making Personal Connections
Academic Monitoring
Individual Reflection and Academic Goal
Setting
Participation in Activities beyond Studies
Distributing Information
Celebrating Successes
Community Involvement, Improvement
and/or Service Actions

CLASS MEETINGS
The advisors of each grade level oversee
class meetings and activities. All class
business and activities must have an
advisor’s approval before moving for final
approval by the Secondary Principal.
Class meetings constitute an opportunity
to foster a spirit of cohesiveness amongst
class members. The class meeting system
provides opportunities for teachers to
intervene positively in support of students,
either through individual discussions where
appropriate or by notifying others such as
the counselor who is trained to give the
appropriate support.
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HEALTH SERVICES

LEARNING SUPPORT (LS)

The health of students is a vital concern.
LAS employs a full-time doctor who is
responsible for giving medical aid to
students and staff. The doctor is available
from 7:30 am to 3:00 pm each school day.
The school doctor deals with medical
emergencies makes referrals to other
professionals as needed, and maintains
student and employee health records.

Lahore
American
School
seeks
to
accommodate
a
range
of
special
educational needs through differentiation,
specific interventions, accommodations,
and curriculum modifications. The Learning
Support Program is designed to help
students with identified behavioral and
specific
learning
difficulties
achieve
success in the regular academic program as
well as increase each student’s skill level.
The Learning Support teacher is available
for inclusion in all core areas of instruction.
Instruction during pull-out classes will be 1:1
and a small group. Students receive specific
academic assistance necessary for success
in the regular program. Emphasis is on
developing reading, writing, math skills,
learning strategies, and organizational skills.
Concepts are reinforced by pre-teaching,
re-teaching, supplementing materials, and
developing student awareness of their own
individual learning profiles.

In case a student falls ill or is injured during
the school day, s/he should obtain a pass
from the class teacher and then proceed to
the doctor’s office. Reporting to the doctor
before the start of a class period is not a
valid excuse for missing or being late for
that class.
In case of a serious illness or injury, parents
are notified, and the student is taken to a
hospital. A student may not leave campus
for health reasons unless the school doctor
and/or the secondary school principal have
granted permission.

ENGLISH AS AN ADDITIONAL
LANGUAGE (EAL)
EAL support is available for students who
are new English language learners in the
elementary, middle, and high schools for an
additional fee. In addition to intensive pullout instruction, the EAL department
provides students with English support and
testing accommodations in other subject
areas.
In general, EAL students might not receive
instruction in the World Language until they
have gained proficiency in English. The EAL
program placement and exit procedures, as
well as the amount and nature of support
provided, vary by student and are
determined by a range of assessments
administered at LAS.

Learning Support is normally provided with
a push-in and co-teaching model. In some
cases, however, a special seminar or study
period is established for those students
identified as needing additional support.
Student enrollment in the program is
reviewed each quarter to determine
placement for the following quarter.
To qualify for Learning Support services
students are referred to the program by a
concerned parent, teacher, and, in some
cases, by the student. Teaching and
learning support personnel share the
responsibility and accountability for the
design and implementation of strategic
interventions.
Different
tiers
of
interventions will be implemented and
monitored
before
the
student
is
recommended for a formal psychological
evaluation. Eligibility decisions for Learning
Support will be made by the team and
facilitated by the learning support teachers.
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LAS-recognized
and
approved
psychological-educational testing.
All testing, including physical and
psychological reports, are current and
shared in full with LAS.
The student and the student's family
agree in writing to enroll the child in APS.
The student's family agrees in writing to
bear any financial commitments to
deliver the APS support such as
additional testing, therapy, and tutorial
support as required by LAS.

For the qualifying student, an Individual
Education Plan (IEP) will be designed to
meet his or her needs through the
emphasis on strengths, remediation of
weaknesses,
recommended
accommodations, and supporting access to
the curriculum.

SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS WITH
IDENTIFIED LEARNING
DIFFERENCES
Lahore American School provides support
to students with a limited range of
identified learning differences with the goal
of preparing them for appropriate postsecondary programs.
Accommodations:
Support is offered to LAS students with
identified learning differences through
accommodations made to instructional
techniques and assessment. Expectations
for content and standards are not altered.
Students receiving accommodations are
eligible to earn the standard LAS high
school diploma.
Alternate Path to Success (Modifications):
Secondary students of any grade level who
require exceptional support beyond
accommodations and who meet the
following criteria will be provided an
Alternate Path to Success (APS). LAS
policies on promotion and retention may be
waived for APS students after due
consideration by the Student Services
team. Students receiving modifications
under the APS are eligible to earn a diploma
and transcript that clearly indicate that
modifications have been made to the
courses they have taken.
Criteria for the Alternative Path to Success:
The student is not able to be successful
with the LAS curriculum/standards with
accommodations
made
to
instruction/assessment over a one year
period.
The student has an identified learning
difference documented by

COUNSELING SERVICES
Students are encouraged to drop in the
Guidance Center for counseling as needed
and may also be called in for counseling.
The counselor assists students with
academic and personal problems and
provides guidance. The counselor is directly
responsible for a student’s school records
and will discuss them with students and
parents upon request. Consultations with
the counselor will be confidential unless the
student gives permission to involve others.

STUDY CENTER AND SATURDAY
SCHOOL
The Study Center is open for one hour after
school Mondays through Thursdays and is
available to all secondary students on a
drop-in basis. Teachers, assistants, and
peer tutors provide help with specific
subjects, organization skills, and study skills
based on student needs. In addition to this,
the Study Center provides students a place
to take makeup assessments or just a quiet
place to do homework and study.
Saturday School provides the same support
services on Saturday mornings, but
students must inform the Saturday School
supervisor in advance so that security can
be notified to allow the student entry.

TUTORIAL SUPPORT
LAS staff are not allowed to offer tutoring
for pay to any current LAS student in any
subject area unless authorized by the
Administration. As a professional
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responsibility, teachers make themselves available to help students in the subject areas
they teach outside of the regular class hours. The After School Study Center and Saturday
School are available to all secondary students free of charge.
Teachers or counselors may recommend to parents, through Administration and the
Student Study Team (SST) process, that a student receive tutorial assistance outside of
school hours. Providing such assistance is the parent’s responsibility. The school stresses
that tutors should not “do” homework or assignments but should guide, support, give
feedback, and assist students in organizing their time.

LAS
Academics:

HIGH SCHOOL

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The LAS High School program is an American college preparatory program with the majority
of our graduates attending colleges and universities throughout the world including the
United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, Europe, and Pakistan. In general, college
admissions priority is given to students who have completed four years of English, math,
science, social studies, and a foreign language. We highly recommend students pursue a
course of study that is as rigorous as possible during their high school years. Our highest
level of courses offered is the Advanced Placement courses for which a student must
demonstrate a high level of academic achievement to earn a recommendation.
Our academic year is divided into four quarters, the first and second quarters making up
the first semester, and the third and fourth quarters making up the second semester.
Report cards are issued at the end of each quarter. High school students also have a
cumulative academic record (a transcript) kept on file with the Guidance Office. This
transcript shows the courses taken, semester grades earned, credits awarded, AP courses
taken, previous schools attended, summer or additional coursework completed, an overall
grade point average. This is the student’s official academic record which parents and
students are advised to frequently review.

PLANNING YOUR PROGRAM
Lahore American School is committed to
assisting students in developing a course of
study that meets their academic goals.
During the second semester of each year,
students are asked to choose courses for
both semesters of the next school year. A
variety of mandatory and elective courses
is provided and required for graduation.
These can be reviewed on the school
website at www.las.edu.pk

Every student is required to carry a
minimum of seven courses every year.
Registration for courses is an annual
responsibility which commits the student
to a schedule of classes for an entire school
year. Determining which courses will be of
optimum value is one of a student’s most
important
responsibilities.
This
task
requires a determination of both short and l.
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Complete the course request form with
prudent consideration. Elicit approval when
necessary, sit for entrance examinations if
required, and submit the request form by
the deadline. Attention to detail, sensible
selections, and timely submission can only
help you get the courses you choose.

REQUESTING COURSE CHANGES
Students will receive their course schedules
in August and are permitted to drop or add
courses during the first six school days
when school reopens in August. Students
must have the approval of the counselor
and relevant teachers before altering their
schedules. Any request for a schedule
change should be made only under one of
the following circumstances:
The change is necessary to meet
graduation requirements.
A specific course is needed to qualify
for college admission.
A prerequisite for the course in question
is missing.
Credit has already been granted for the
course in question.
A medical reason for a class change
presents itself.
Course changes will be considered the
exception rather than the rule. Remember
that these choices will impact the building
of the master schedule and initial selections
may make changes impossible. Plan your
courses carefully. When scheduling courses,
first priority will be given to graduation
requirements before electives.

PROCESS FOR CHANGING A
STUDENT SCHEDULE
1. If the proposed change is acceptable
and falls under one of the approved
circumstances (see above), the student
receives a “Course Change Form”.
2. The student obtains a parent/guardian
signature.
3. The student obtains signatures of all
teachers whose classes are affected
(classes which will be dropped/added,
course section changes).
4. If the proposed change is acceptable
and falls under one of the approved
circumstances (see above), the student
receives a “Course Change Form”.
5. The student obtains a parent/guardian
signature.
6. The student obtains signatures of all
teachers whose classes are affected
(classes which will be dropped/added,
course section changes).

ADVANCED PLACEMENT (AP)
PROGRAM
LAS offers Advanced Placement (AP)
courses for students who wish to pursue
college-level study while they are still in
high school. The AP program is a
cooperative educational endeavor between
high schools and colleges and universities. It
gives exposure to college-level material and
gives students the opportunity to show
what they have learned by taking an AP
exam. Based on exam scores, colleges may
choose
to
grant
credit,
advanced
placement, or both. Students who enroll in
AP courses are encouraged to sit for the AP
exams in May.
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A student who wishes to enroll in AP
courses will be expected to undertake
rigorous, sophisticated assignments and to
work independently. Most AP courses
require multiple-page papers and research.
It is important to be realistic about the level
and number of AP courses a student can
take and still be successful. All AP courses
at LAS have strict prerequisites and several
require a satisfactory score on an entrance
exam. Please consult with the course
instructor if you are unsure whether or not
you qualify.
In order to cover the cost of the AP exam,
students are required to pay a nonrefundable course fee for each AP test.
Parents are responsible for all AP exam fees.
The amount of time and workload that is
associated with any one of these classes is
quite a bit larger than your regular classes.
As such, students who take AP courses and
sit the final external exam are given a 1.0
GPA boost in accordance with the following
scale:
Letter
Grade
A+
A
AB+
B
BC+
C
CD+
D
F

Percentage
97-100
93-96
90-92
87-89
83-86
80-82
77-79
73-76
70-72
66-69
60-65
Below 50

AP/IB GPA
5.0
5.0
4.7
4.3
4.0
3.7
3.3
3.0
2.7
2.3
2.0
0.0

GUIDELINES FOR STUDENT
ATTENDANCE DURING AP
TESTING:

Morning Session
Students sitting an AP examination in the
morning session are exempt from classes
two blocks of the afternoon the day before
the test. After sitting a morning examination
students return to their regular classes after
having lunch. If a student completes an AP
examination during a morning session and
has an AP exam in the morning session the
following day, they may leave campus after
the first AP exam to study.
Afternoon Session
Students sitting an AP examination in the
afternoon session are exempt from classes
the two blocks in the morning before the
test.
Note: Students taking an AP course but not
sitting for the examination are not exempt from
school or their classes during the testing period.

AP Honors Recognition
The AP Program offers several AP Scholar
Awards to recognize high school students
who have demonstrated college-level
achievement through AP courses and
exams. In addition to receiving an award
certificate,
this
achievement
is
acknowledged on any AP Grade Report that
is sent to colleges.
AP Course Offerings 2020-21

Students who do not sit the AP external
exam at the end of the school year will not
receive the 1.0 GPA boost.

English Literature
English Language
Economics
World History
Psychology
Calculus AB
Calculus BC
Biology
Chemistry
Studio Art
Physics 1
Physics 2
Computer Science
Statistics
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Summer school, camps, and workshops
provide students the opportunity to access
enrichment, remediation, and make-up
opportunities.
Review
the
following
guidelines before registering for any
summer or online program.
Enrichment classes or courses may be
listed on the student’s transcript under
“Summer School/Special Course Work.”
No LAS credit is given for such
experiences.
Students may not take a class in the
summer that is offered by LAS, except
in the following situations: a failed
course that is required for graduation
(both courses will appear on the
transcript); a course required for
graduation that the student cannot be
scheduled into; a prerequisite for a
class due to scheduling conflicts.
Students must have advance written
approval from the Secondary Principal
for any course taken for credit.

Grade 9
Semester 1:
The Guidance Office will focus on
introducing the students to the
Guidance Office (Standardized Testing,
Community
Service,
College
Applications).
Emphasis on ‘Profile Building’ and
creating college applications map.
Individual meetings with students &
parents.
College Week

The Guidance Office offers summer school
suggestions, recommendations, counseling,
and assists with processing transcripts. The
Guidance Office does not request,
complete, or manage applications.

Grade 10
Semester 1:
Planning out Sophomore Year - Things
to focus on during Grade 10
Continue
Profile
Building
(i.e.
Community
service,
internships,
summer school etc)
Guidance on standardized testing for
college applications
Individual meetings with students &
parents

COLLEGE APPLICATIONS
The Guidance Office will individually
support all seniors applying to colleges and
universities. Transcripts and letters of
recommendation are sent directly to all
institutions and are not given out to
students, parents, and/or other Society
members.
In order to ensure that all of our graduates
put their best foot forward and get into
their best universities our school will assist
in applying for college in the following
numbers:
If a student applies to one country they
will be allowed to apply to 9 universities.
If a student wishes to apply up to 3
different countries they will be allowed
to apply to 5 universities per country.

Semester 2:
Career exploration (RIASEC testing &
guided meetings)
Career Week
Individual meetings with students &
parents
College Week 2.0
Guidance on Course Selection for new
academic year

Semester 2:
Guidance on college application 101
(UCAS, Common App, Essay Writing
etc.)
Career Week
Individual meetings with students &
parents
College Week 2.0
PSAT 10
Guidance on Course Selection for new
academic year
Grade 11
Semester 1:
Planning out Junior Year - Things to focus
on during Grade 11
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Accelerated college planning and
research
Continue
Profile
Building
(i.e.
Community
service,
internships,
summer school etc)
PSAT/NMSQT
Individual meetings with students &
parents
Semester 2:
Guidance on college application 101
(UCAS, Common App, Essay Writing
etc.)
Accelerated college planning and
research (Finalize college lists, work on
essays/supplements, etc.)
Career Week
Individual meetings with students
College Week 2.0
Requesting Letters of Recommendation
Guidance on Course Selection for new
academic year
On-track for Graduation check-in
(credit audit, community service
completion and reflection, etc.)

Grade 12
Semester 1:
Accelerated college planning and
research (Finalize college lists, work on
essays/supplements, etc.)
Completing college and scholarship
applications
Community Service
Individual meetings with students
On-track for Graduation check-in
(credit audit, community service
completion and reflection, etc.)
Semester 2:
Career Week
Individual meetings with students
College Week 2.0
On-track for Graduation check-in
(credit audit, community service
completion and reflection, etc.)

LAS
Academics: MIDDLE SCHOOL
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Mathematics
Science
World Language: French, Urdu, Mandarin
Physical Education and Health
Information
and
Communication
Technology (1 semester)
Music (1 semester)
Art (1 semester)
Drama (1 semester)

Our academic year is divided into four
quarters, with the first and second quarters
making up the first semester, and the third
and fourth quarters making up the second
semester. Report cards are issued at the
end of each quarter.
Every year each Middle School student
takes eight (8) courses in the following
subjects:
Language Arts
Social Studies

Each subject is considered a vital element
in the academic life of the student and
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each will be assigned study at home, tests,
presentations and other assessments as
appropriate. The five core subjects are
Language Arts, Math, Science, Social Studies
and World Language. Students who require
EAL instruction or Learning Support may
receive push-in or pull-out support during
any class when determined to be in the
best interest of the student. For more
detailed descriptions of the topics taught
at each grade level, go to the school’s
website at www.las.edu.pk/.

END OF SEMESTER
ASSESSMENTS FOR GRADE 8
Given that one of the purposes of the
middle school experience is to prepare
students for the rigors of high school, grade
8 students will complete a semester
assessment (form of this assessment is at
the discretion of the department) in each of
the five core subjects at the end of
semester two (Math, Science, Social
Studies, Language Arts, and World
Language). The exams will be cumulative,
covering knowledge and skills taught
throughout the semester. The weighting for
the exams shall be the same as one unit
test and will count as part of the fourth
quarter grades.
Students who are absent on the day of the
exam are subject to a 10 percent grade
reduction in the subjects of the exams
missed.

MIDDLE SCHOOL
PROMOTION/RETENTION POLICY
1. A year’s grade will be calculated by
averaging the four quarters (25% for each
quarter) in all middle school subjects.

2. In order for a student to be promoted,
s/he must have a passing grade (60%) in
five (5) of the following core subjects,
based on the year’s grade:
Language Arts
Math
Science
Social Studies
World Language (Urdu, French,
Mandarin
3. In addition, a student must pass three (3)
of the following special subjects, based on
the year’s grade:
Physical Education
Art
Music
Drama
ICT
A student who fails two or more core
subjects will repeat the grade. A student
who fails only one core subject will have the
option of being retested in August. If the
student is successful on the retest, s/he will
be promoted to the next grade. If the
student is unsuccessful on the August
retest, s/he will repeat the grade. A middle
school student may repeat a grade only
once. A student must complete middle
school in a maximum of four (4) years.
*A student that does not meet the
attendance requirement for the semester,
for any course, will not receive credit for
that course; therefore, the student is
considered to have failed that subject for
the semester. In the case of semester-long
classes such as ICT, Drama, Music, Art, a
semester fail is considered failing that
course for the year. This non-credit/failing
status is applicable towards the Middle
School Promotion/Retention Policy.
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LAS
ASSESSMENT AND
Academics: REPORTING
ASSESSMENT PHILOSOPHY

At LAS we believe the learning process is
equally as important as achievement. We
believe that assessment is the collection of
meaningful evidence and information about
student learning. Learning is not limited to
the acquisition and demonstration of skills,
knowledge, and understanding, but to the
process of learning itself where students
engage in the learning process. We believe
achievement is not limited to scores but to
growth. We believe that meaningful
evidence comes from a variety of
assessments (types and frequency) to
inform educators how well students
understand a concept, skill, or knowledge in
order to drive further instruction.

HOMEWORK PHILOSOPHY
Homework is an out-of-classroom activity
that provides an opportunity for students to
practice what they are learning in class,
prepare for upcoming instruction, and learn
how to study independently. Homework can
help students grow academically and
personally when the work is meaningful,
carefully planned, directly connected to
classroom
learning,
developmentally
appropriate, and it addresses areas in need
of improvement.

PRACTICES AND PROTOCOLS:
Homework has one or more of the following
purposes:
Prepare information or materials for
future learning activities (e.g., gather
resources, read something for a class
discussion,
or
rehearse
for
a
presentation).

Practice new knowledge or skills (e.g.,
read for pleasure, practice physical
skills, practice a musical instrument, use
new knowledge to complete a project,
or practice basic literacy and math
skills, practice study skills).
Enrich students’ understanding of a
topic and apply it in new ways (e.g.,
research local news, investigate a
science experiment, write daily or
weekly reflections in a journal, or apply
skills to a class project).
Choice – Give students a choice in
homework based upon areas requiring
improvement identified by the student
and teacher.
Evaluation: Homework is a type of
formative assessment. It should only be
evaluated to provide anecdotal feedback to
students. Teachers are to keep records of
homework assignments, level of completion
of assignments, and feedback is given.

REPORT CARDS
Grades are reported at the end of each
quarter as percentages. A student must
earn at least 60% in order to pass the class
for the quarter. In high school, a student
must have an average of at least 60% in a
class for the semester in order to earn the
½ credit for that class. A student’s
Academic Probation, Academic Warning,
Honor Roll, and High Honor Roll status are
determined by the percentages as
reported on the quarterly report cards.
GPAs are not reported on quarterly report
cards.
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INCOMPLETE GRADES

Students may earn a grade of ‘Incomplete’
for two different reasons:
1. If, due to extenuating circumstances, a
student is unable to complete the
required work for a specific quarter the
teacher may enter a grade of
Incomplete. The teacher must inform
the principal of any circumstances
deserving a grade of Incomplete.
2. The principal may require teachers to
give a student a grade of Incomplete
due to extenuating circumstances that
have come to his or her attention.
Incomplete grades must be rectified within
the first ten days of the next quarter unless
it is a case of an ongoing illness for which
the principal may decide a reasonable
timeframe for the work to be completed
after consulting with the student’s family
and teacher. The grade earned at the end of
this make-up period will replace the
‘Incomplete’ grade.
NOTE: Students with outstanding debts, overdue
library books, or other incomplete or unfinished
school matters will not receive their grade
reports until they secure clearance.
Transcripts will NOT be issued to students or
sent to colleges and universities if the student
has outstanding debts or unfinished business
with LAS.

LATE ASSIGNMENTS
Every assignment distributed at LAS will
include a submission deadline provided by
the teacher. Students are required to
submit their assignments in accordance
with the posted deadlines provided by
each teacher.
Should a student turn in an assignment late
(after the posted deadline), the grading of
the assignment will be calculated in the
following manner:
Any submission within 24 hours (one
day) after the posted deadline, the
student will receive a maximum grade
of 90% for the completed assignment.

Any submission within 24 - 48 hours
(two days) after the posted deadline,
the student will receive a maximum
grade of 70% for the completed
assignment.
Any submission within 48 - 72 hours
(three days) after the posted deadline,
the student will receive a maximum
grade of 50% for the completed
assignment.
Any assignment not turned in within 72
hours after the posted deadline will
receive a grade of 0% for the
assignment.
Students who do not submit their assignment
due to extenuating circumstances will be
evaluated on an individual basis by the Principal

HIGH SCHOOL CREDITS
LAS follows an American-style creditbased system in high school. Students work
to earn credits in order to achieve
promotion from one grade level to the next,
as well as to earn the credits required to
graduate from LAS.
The semester grade is the average of the
two-quarter grades earned in each course
and, in most cases, a semester final
examination. 60% or higher is considered
passing. A student will gain one credit (1.0)
after successfully completing a course that
has met on a regular basis throughout the
school year. A student will gain one-half
credit (0.5) after successfully completing a
course that has met on a regular basis for
one semester of the school year.

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION
REQUIREMENTS
In order to graduate, a student must earn
28 Carnegie units in grades 9 through 12.
“Graduation” from the LAS means that the
student has satisfactorily completed the
required Course of Study. A Carnegie Unit”
(also known as a ‘Unit of Credit’) means
successful completion of a minimum of 120
hours of instruction per course.
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The required Course of Study for graduation
is all of the below (1 and 2):
1. the completion of eight semesters in
Grades 9 through 12 (refer to policy
8.202 –Retention) and
2. the accumulation of 28 credits, which
include:
- 4 credits in English
- 3 credits in Social Studies (must
include World History I and II, and
any other Social Studies)
- 4 credits in Mathematics
- 3 credits in Science (must include
biology and both chemistry or
physics)
- 2 foreign languages
- 2 credits in Physical Education
- 1 credit in Performing or Fine Arts
- 1 credit in Information Technology
- 1 credit in Theory of Knowledge
- 7 credits in Electives
All students will be required to take the
Theory of Knowledge course and be
required to complete 80 hours of
community service (completed Community
Service Tracking Form).
Notes:
A student must be scheduled for eight
classes each year.
A unit of credit will be given upon
successful completion of each class
meeting for a full academic year. A repeated
course will not be sanctioned with a second
credit.
A student may not take a course after
having taken a more advanced level of the
same course. (Ex. If a student passed AP
Economics, s/he cannot take regular
Economics. Art I cannot be taken after
having passed Art II or higher.)
Any exceptions to the normal graduation
requirements must be approved by the
Superintendent.

RECOVERING CREDITS AT LAS
Students can recover course credits by
Repeating the course/semester at LAS.
Repeating a single semester is
permissible if there is a semester
course available and/or during their
seminar if scheduling permits, and only
upon approval from the secondary
principal.
Enrolling in an accredited high school
summer program. The program must be
preapproved by the secondary principal
and the student’s counselor.
Enrolling in University of Nebraska High
School (UNHS) online high school
program. The program must be
preapproved by the secondary principal
and the student’s counselor.
**A student may only recover credits to the
point where they are able to still graduate within
five years of high school.
**A student may not take more than 1 full credit
(1.0) or 2 half credit (.5) online courses
throughout their high school career.
**Grade 12 students engaged in credit recovery
must complete their online credit recovery
course by May 1st of their graduating year.
**Any student who does not complete their
graduation requirements will not participate in
the graduation ceremony.

REPEATING COURSES
Students will not be allowed to repeat
courses that they have passed, and for
which they have received credit. If a
student repeats a course that s/he has
previously failed, s/he will recover only the
missing credit. The transcript and grade
point average will reflect all grades.

TRANSFER STUDENTS
Students entering the Lahore American
School in grades 10, 11, and 12 from schools
that offer a non-American curriculum will
be permitted to transfer a maximum of
seven credits for each academic year they
have completed.
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RECOVERING CREDITS AT LAS

Semester exams constitute an integral
element of the LAS academic program.
Examinations are scheduled so that
students take no more than two exams per
day. Exams must be taken at the prescribed
times. Semester examinations count as
twenty percent (20%) of the semester
grade in all courses.
Exam rules, conditions, timings, and student
arrival and departure timings allowing
students on campus during examination
sessions
will
be
determined
and
communicated in writing to students and
parents by the secondary administration.
Students who are absent during exam
periods will receive a zero for the semester
exam. Students arriving after the designated
arrival time for an exam will not be allowed
on campus and will be considered absent
from the exam.
A makeup exam may be permitted in an
extraordinary/extenuating
circumstance
determined by secondary administration
and at the discretion of the subject teacher
if they are able to provide an alternate exam
in order to keep exam integrity intact.
At LAS, we have a highly committed team of
professionals available to answer any of the
students’ exam questions or respond to
their concerns. It is the student’s
responsibility to communicate with the
administration if they have a conflict with
exams (two or more subject exams at the
same time) well in advance. Questions,
concerns, or conflicts should be raised in
writing by the student at least 24 hours
after the exam schedule is posted in order
to allow staff to address the questions,
concerns, or conflicts in a timely manner.

WITHDRAWALS

Students who withdraw from a course
beyond the sixth week will have a semester
average grade of 0 percent. Only in
exceptional cases, e.g., hospitalization, and
with approval of the secondary principal or

superintendent, is a student allowed to
withdraw from a course beyond the sixth
week of the semester with a withdraw
passing (WP) or withdraw failing (WF).

ACADEMIC PROGRESS TOWARD
GRADUATION
The faculty, administration, and Board of
Directors believe a student must make
progress toward completing our academic
program in order to remain at LAS. To that
end the Board has established the following
policy on retention:
Retention
is
used
only
when
a
comprehensive educational decision has
been reached that a second year at a grade
level will provide the opportunity for a
student to improve her/his academic skills
to the level where continuing at LAS is
viable.
In order to provide opportunities for
students without creating a situation where
students can be more than 2 years older
than their peers, the following guidelines
apply:
1 retention year in ES and 1 retention
year in MS, HS must be completed in
4 years
1 retention year in ES and 0
retention years in MS, HS must be
completed in a maximum of 5 years
0 retention years in ES, 1 retention
year in MS, HS may be completed in
a maximum of 5 years
A student cannot continue at LAS if the
end-of-year evaluation of that student
exceeds the guidelines above.
For more information about course
pathways and GPA, consult the School
Profile and Program of Studies, both
available
on
the
LAS
website
(www.las.edu.pk), or contact the LAS
Guidance Office.
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Standardized
Tests at LAS
LAS conducts several standardized or externally assessed examinations such as AP, SAT,
PSAT, and MAP on campus. These externally assessed exams require specific and strict
regulations and conditions to be followed in order to administer the exams in a consistent
and equitable manner.
The regulations, conditions, and subsequent consequences for externally assessed
examinations are set by their relevant governing body. No exceptions to these conditions
or consequences will be made.

MAPS (MEASURES OF
ACADEMIC PROGRESS)

PSAT/NMSQT (PRELIMINARY
SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TEST)

MAP Tests are taken in the areas of reading,
language usage, mathematics, and science
in the fall and spring of each school year by
students in grades 2 through 10. Results are
normally provided to parents with report
cards.

The PSAT is a two-hour practice version of
the College Board Scholastic Achievement
Test (SAT I). It measures verbal, writing, and
mathematical abilities and is administered to
students in Grade 11 in October and to the
Grade 10 students in March. The testing fees
are paid for by the school.

The tests are taken on a computer and
provide two key features that make them
useful for LAS faculty to measure student
learning growth:
Results are provided more quickly and
are more easily made available to
teachers and parents.
MAP tests are adaptive: The tests adjust
to each student’s level as each test is
taken. The difficulty of the test is
adjusted question by question-based on
how well the student has answered the
questions up to that point. As the
student answers correctly, the questions
become more difficult. If the student
answers incorrectly, the questions
become easier. In essence, each student
takes a unique test, making it possible to
assess students with special learning
needs and those who work above grade
level.

SAT I (REASONING TEST)

The SATs are given several times a year and
are required for applications to most
colleges and universities in the USA and
Canada. LAS is an approved SAT testing
center. Only LAS students may take their
SAT tests on the LAS campus. The
expectation is that LAS students will take
their SATs on campus.

AP EXAMS (ADVANCED
PLACEMENT)
The AP exams are external standardized
examinations from the College Board,
designed to measure students’ mastery over
the content and skills of a specific AP
course. The exams are given once a year in
May-June. LAS is an approved AP testing
center, and we offer only the exams that we
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are offering as courses that year. Only LAS
students may take their AP tests on the LAS
campus. In order to receive your GPA boost
for your AP course you are required to take
the corresponding AP Exam at the end of
the year.

Academic
Status:

The Guidance Office publicizes testing
dates and locations and assists in the
registration process.

Honors
and
Awards

Student achievement in academic subject areas, as well as for leadership, citizenship and
service is recognized and awards are distributed at special assemblies held throughout the
school year. Subject Awards and Presidential Awards are offered to students at the end of
each academic year based on improvement, achievement and excellence criteria. Seniors
who earn End-of-Year awards are given these awards at Graduation.

HONOR ROLL & HIGH HONOR ROLL
Academic achievement is recognized
through the determination of Honor Roll and
High Honor Roll at the end of each grading
period.The registrar provides a list of those
students who qualify to the Secondary
School Principal.
Honor Roll: An average of 90 to 92 percent
for all courses
High Honor Roll: An average of 93 percent or
greater for all courses

SUBJECT AWARDS

This award is given to the student, who in a
teacher’s
opinion
has
demonstrated
outstanding performance in a specific
subject area. Selection includes, but is not
limited to, grades earned. The criteria are:
outstanding
academic
achievement,
punctuality, attendance, class preparation,
classroom behavior, and without question,
academic honesty and integrity. A student
who commits a “serious act of academic
dishonesty” is ineligible for the subject
award.

PRESIDENT’S AWARD OF
ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
This award honors students who have shown
a strong commitment to academic
excellence.
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Academic
Status:

Warning
and
Probation

LAS students are expected to earn all passing grades (i.e. no grades below 60%) to remain in
good academic standing. Students are placed on Academic Warning or Academic Probation
with the aim of assisting them to successfully pass all classes and finding academic success.
Academic standing for secondary students is determined by the marks at the end of each
quarter. At the end of every quarter, report cards are issued which report the quarterly average
for each subject and the student’s status with regard to Academic Warning or Probation.

ACADEMIC WARNING
A student is placed on academic warning if
he or she earns a quarterly grade from 60%
through 69% in two or more classes or has a
quarterly average for all classes below 74%.
Students on academic warning will be
subject to a monitoring system to help
improve their academic performance.

ACADEMIC WARNING
PROCEDURES
1. The Secondary Principal informs parents
in writing that their child is on Academic
Warning. The communication outlines the
school’s commitment to support student
improvement.
2. Students on Academic Warning will use
all recovery systems and tools available
in order to reach satisfactory academic
status. Academic Improvement Plans
(AIPs), After School Study Sessions, and
Saturday School are tools the school
provides as support.
3. Students on Academic Warning may
continue to participate in SAISA and
other co-curricular activities for three
weeks on Warning, after which the
student must show satisfactory progress
in all classes to continue participation. All
grades apply unless issued after the
Monday of the week before travel.

ACADEMIC PROBATION

A student is placed on academic probation if
he or she earns one quarterly grade in any
subject below 60% or an average for all
classes below 70%.

ACADEMIC PROBATION
PROCEDURES
1. Parents are notified in writing that their
child is on Academic Probation. The
communication outlines the school’s
commitment and that the potential
consequences of a recurring lack of
academic progress or effort may result in
a student being counseled to find an
alternative academic environment.
2. Students on Academic Probation will use
all recovery systems and tools available
in order to reach satisfactory academic
status. Academic Improvement Plans
(AIPs), After School Study Sessions, and
Saturday School are tools the school
provides as support.
3. Students on Academic Probation lose
the privilege of participating in SAISA
activities until the end of the next
quarter. All grades apply unless issued
after the Monday of the week before
travel.
4. Recurring Academic Probation status will
result in the Secondary Principal, in
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consultation with the Student Support
Team,
recommending
to
the
Superintendent whether the student
should be continued on Academic
Probation or should be expelled.

A recurring lack of academic progress or
effort may result in the student being
withdrawn from Lahore American School.

Student Academic
Expectations and
Consequences
ACADEMIC HONESTY
The development of individual character,
honor, and integrity is a fundamental goal of
Lahore American School. All lessons take
place with the understanding that the
students will present their own work. In
return, the school community recognizes
student accomplishment with due respect
and honor.
Teachers discuss academic honesty with
each of their classes during the first week of
school. Teachers include in this discussion
the definitions of plagiarism and/or cheating
vs. teamwork and collaboration. Teachers
ensure that each student understands the
school’s procedure regarding academic
honesty.
In compliance with the established practices
for the use of textbook company-produced
tests and test banks, commercially
produced tests may not be distributed
outside of the classroom.

ACADEMIC DISHONESTY

Academic dishonesty is defined as a
student’s use of assistance, or providing
assistance to another without authorization,
with the intent to deceive the instructor with
regard to that student’s understanding of
the assessed material.
Malpractice in a testing situation constitutes

academic dishonesty
procedures

by

breaking

test

Plagiarism constitutes using someone else’s
ideas or statements as one’s own without
giving credit to the author or creator.
Teachers will notify the principal of all
instances of academic dishonesty.
Plagiarism:
The student will initially receive a zero for the
assessment.
The student will have the opportunity to redo the assessment. The timeframe for
resubmission will be at the teacher’s
discretion.
The
resubmission
must
meet
the
requirements and learning objectives of the
assessment.
The student will receive no more than 50% for
the resubmission.

Malpractice in a Testing Situation:
The student will receive a zero for the
assessment.
Reassessment is at the teacher’s discretion.

Teachers are required to inform the
administration of all incidents of academic
dishonesty.
Incidents
of
academic
dishonesty will result in disciplinary
measures which may include detention,
suspension or academic expulsion.
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Student Attendance
Expectations &
Consequences
It is the belief of the Lahore American Society School Board of Directors, Administration,
and Faculty that attendance is an important aspect of student learning. Regular attendance
is essential for learning, receiving feedback, asking questions, receiving course material,
developing social skills, participating in extracurricular activities, and for increasing student
responsibility and accountability. Attendance in all classes is expected and students are
responsible for being in class on time, prepared, and ready to learn.
All LAS students must meet the 90% attendance requirements as outlined below per
divisional expectations. Students who do not meet the 90% attendance requirement due to
extenuating circumstances or otherwise preapproved by the administration will be
evaluated on an individual basis by the relevant principal and superintendent.

PUNCTUALITY
Punctuality to school and to all classes
minimizes disruptions to instruction. It is
imperative that students leave home with a
good margin of time to ensure that heavy
traffic and other such situations do not
cause them to be late to school at the
beginning of the day.

ATTENDANCE PROCEDURE AND
PENALTIES
90% attendance (excused/unexcused) in
any secondary school course per
semester is required in order to earn
credit for the course.
If a student is to be absent, the parent or
guardian must notify the Main Office
Coordinator
via
email
(attendance@las.edu.pk) on the same
day.
All absentees must submit official
documentation to the main reception for
an absence to be marked as excused by
the school.

Students who arrive late to class must
pick up a tardy slip before proceeding to
class. Teachers will not allow tardy
students to enter without a tardy slip.
Students who are tardy to class fifteen
minutes or more will be marked absent
for that block/class. Every three tardies
will be recorded as one absence.
For third and fourth quarter seniors, any
absence total beyond seven days in
either quarter may be reported to each
of the universities to which the senior
has applied.
Students granted excused absences
have 72 hours (three school days) or any
other time period determined by the
principal to submit any assignments due,
for full credit. , upon their return to
school.
For two or more consecutive absences
due to medical reasons, medical
statements are required to qualify it to
be excused. All medical notes must be
submitted upon the students return to
school.
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Students who have less than 70 percent
attendance and have shown no indication as
determined by the Superintendent or
willingness to attend school will be
automatically withdrawn from LAS.

Any unavoidable absence caused by an
embassy
appointment
should
be
documented by submitting an appointment
receipt to the Main Office Coordinator
immediately upon return to school.

Any tuition fee refund due will be processed
as per LAS Refund Policy # 3.301

Absences due to illness will not exempt the
student
from
the
85%
attendance
requirement regardless of the submission of
a doctor’s note or receipt.
Absences due to extended holidays or
family obligations will not exempt the
student
from
the
85%
attendance
requirement regardless of the nature of the
event.

Chronic tardiness is a form of
noncompliance with a basic school
expectation. If this kind of behavior
continues a student jeopardizes their
school standing and participation in
extracurricular programs.

OBLIGATIONS OF STUDENTS
ARRIVING LATE OR LEAVING
DURING SCHOOL HOURS
Coming to school late or leaving early
does not exempt students from tests or
assignment due dates. Students are
responsible for contacting teachers to
ensure they meet all class obligations.
Students arriving late or leaving early
must contact the teachers of any classes
missed to submit assignments, collect
assignments and to make up tests,
quizzes or assessments before leaving
campus at the end of the day.
If students are in school for any period of
time they are responsible for completing
all work due on that day.
Students who are absent the day an
assignment or project is due should
submit it on time electronically, or send it
to school with a sibling, parent, or driver
in the case of hard copy assignments.

OBLIGATIONS OF STUDENTS
ARRIVING LATE OR LEAVING
DURING SCHOOL HOURS
Parents/guardians are strongly encouraged
to arrange all non-emergency appointments
after school, on weekends or during the
summer or school holidays in order to
minimize the loss of time for learning.
Parents must inform the Main Office
Coordinator in writing at least two days in
advance should the need arise to schedule
such appointments during the school day.

Students who anticipate a prolonged
absence from school must make an
appointment with their teachers 5 school
days in advance in order to receive the
assignments and to set due dates for
completing all assignments due while away.
Students are expected to access Google
Classroom to assist in keeping up with class
studies.

ABSENTEEISM AND MAKE UP WORK
Students who miss class for any reason must
check their Google Classrooms for updates
on missed work and assignments. Students
who miss class are responsible for any work
posted that day in the same manner as if
they had attended class. If the student
misses an in-class assessment due to an
absence, s/he must meet with the teachers
of the classes missed on the day s/he
returns to school to make arrangements to
complete all work. A zero is assigned for any
work not completed within the time limit
defined under the attendance procedures
and penalties section.
If a student needs to pick up a book or study
materials, they should notify the secondary
school office to arrange for them to be
picked up. The office will facilitate collection
of the necessary materials which can be
picked up in the main office or at the main
gate.
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ABSENTEEISM AND COCURRICULAR PARTICIPATION
Students absent for the instructional day
may not participate in a co-curricular or
school-sponsored activity that day. This
applies to weekend activities if the student
misses class on Friday. Students who checkout of school during the day due to illness
may not return that day for co-curricular or
school-sponsored activities. If a student

is not in school for the academic day, they
are not to come on campus at the end of the
day for any reason. Instead, they should stay
home to get healthy. Students absent on a
Friday will have this provision extended until
s/he has returned to classes.
Students absent due to school-sponsored
events will be expected to submit work prior
to departure or upon return to school in
accordance with the deadline established
with the teacher.

Student Behavioral
Expectations and
Discipline
An effective school provides a safe, positive, supportive, and nurturing learning
environment for students, teachers, and staff who foster mutual respect, self-discipline,
and responsibility. To achieve this, we must all be responsible members of our school
community and carefully consider others before we take actions that might be harmful in
some way. As with any community, LAS has developed a set of regulations to help maintain
a safe and pleasant environment for those who study and work here.
Please review the following behavioral expectations and the LAS Discipline Code.

BEHAVIORAL EXPECTATIONS
Attendance at the Lahore American School
is a privilege, not a right. In order to
safeguard its ideals of scholarship and
character, the school, through the Board of
Directors and Administration, reserves the
right, when there is sufficient cause, to
require the withdrawal of any student at any
time.
Students are expected to follow school rules,
regulations, and behavioral expectations
during regular school hours, at schoolsponsored events, and all school-related
trips. Specific rules and regulations in effect
for off-campus events are considered as
additional to regular rules and regulations.

In general, students are expected to practice
good citizenship. This includes courtesy and
respect
towards
others,
respecting
authority, respecting school property and
the property of others, and taking
responsibility for one’s actions.

CO-CURRICULAR AND EXTRACURRICULAR TRIPS
Any student who violates the LAS Code of
Conduct while on a school-sponsored
event/trip, will not be permitted to travel for
the next semester of school and/or the next
trip of the same nature. (Example: A student
who violates the Code of Conduct on a MUN
trip will not travel the next semester nor
travel on the next MUN trip.) It will be at the
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discretion of the supervisors to determine
participants of any delegation of students
traveling for a school-sponsored event.
In the case of a grade 12 student, they will
not be permitted to participate in any
extracurricular activities for the remainder of
the semester/attend prom/participate in the
graduation ceremony. The final decision of
the consequence is at the discretion of the
secondary principal.

AIMS OF THE LAS DISCIPLINARY
CODE
To foster responsible, respectful, and
caring behavior in all LAS community
members and an awareness of how one’s
behavior affects others.
To
develop
age-appropriate
independence.
To develop and maintain LAS community
values and ethics.
To engage students in their own problem
solving to find solutions for unacceptable
behavior.
To look for solutions rather than blame.
To deal with the beliefs behind the
behavior and not just the behavior itself.
To help students learn and move forward
for their mistakes.
To ensure a drug-free and smoke-free
environment.

DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS

The principal may take disciplinary action in
the form of, but not limited to:
Conference
The teacher or administrator will confer with
the student and may contact parents about
the incident. In addition, a parent/guardian
meeting may be required with the teacher,
student, counselor, administrator, or other
appropriate people.
Detention
Teachers or administrators may require that
students attend detention during or outside
the regular school day or on Saturday. Failure

to serve the detention punctually will result
in additional disciplinary measures.
It is the responsibility of the student to
notify the parents of the assigned
detention.
Should a conflict arise with any schoolsponsored
activity,
the
assigned
detention shall take precedence.
Students must bring schoolwork (class
assignments, books, etc.) to perform
independently during detention.
Students may not access mobile phones
or music systems during the detention.
Laptops may be used as learning tools
but not entertainment.
Students will remain in detention until
dismissed by the person in charge.
Suspension
Suspension can be served either on or offcampus. The Principal may suspend a
student for a period of time up to five school
days.
Conditions for Suspensions:
During the suspension, students must
complete all academic work as assigned
by the teachers.
Any assignment not submitted according
to the teacher’s established deadline will
receive a zero.
Students suspended from school may
not participate in any school-sponsored
activity on the day(s) of suspension.
When students are serving an offcampus suspension, they must leave
campus immediately under their parent’s
or guardian’s supervision and be
supervised by a parent/guardian during
the period of the suspension.
The student and parent(s) will return to
school at the end of an off-campus
suspension and meet with the Principal
to discuss the conditions under which he
or she will be allowed to return and
remain at LAS.
Any assessments missed due to an offcampus suspension must be completed
the day the student returns to school.
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Grounds for suspension include, but are not
limited to:
Willful and persistent disobedience
Stealing, cheating, and bullying
Academic dishonesty
Abuse or destruction of school property
Fighting
Possession and/or use of weapons
and/or use of weapon-like items
Smoking on school grounds or at any
school-sponsored event
Possession and/or use of alcohol or
drugs on campus or at a schoolsponsored event
Other behavior which is deemed to be
improper or offensive
Financial Reimbursement
A student may be required to reimburse
individuals or LAS for damage to or
destruction of property. (The administration
may substitute community service when a
situation warrants such consequences.)
Behavioral Probation
In the case of a major school policy violation
or repeated violations of rules despite
warnings, a student may be placed on
Behavioral Probation. Behavioral Probation is
defined as not being allowed to participate
in any non-academic activity sponsored by
the school. If at the time of the infraction, the
student is already involved in an activity,
s/he will have to drop out of it. This is
monitored by the appropriate principal and
may apply to a regular class activity that
extends beyond the school day.
Expulsion
In the case of a severe infraction and/or
subsequent to the above measures, the
Superintendent may recommend a student’s
removal from school. Parents have a right to
a hearing before the Board of Directors to
appeal an expulsion decision by the
Superintendent. The ultimate decision to
expel a student lies with the LAS Board of
Directors.
Offenses meriting discipline include:
Responding to an adult in an insubordinate
manner; a manner that

would be considered other than polite and
respectful, and/or a disruption of the
instructional environment through willful
and persistent disobedience
Willful and persistent disobedience
Bullying, including cyberbullying
Fighting in any form including “play fighting”
Verbal or physical assault
Intentionally inciting fear or panic within the
community
Harassment (verbal, written, graphic,
electronic)
Production or distribution of malicious
content in an attempt to damage an
individual or the school’s image/reputation
Hazing activities - persecuting or harassing
with meaningless, difficult, or humiliating
tasks
Possession or use of instruments designed
to inflict physical harm
Vandalism of any type/graffiti
Theft
Possession of stolen items
Obscene language, gestures, or graphics,
including the improper use of information
technology devices
Possession or distribution of pornographic
material
Extortion, insubordination or disrespectful
behavior
Forceful, unapproved or irregular entry (or
attempts of entry) to school facilities,
campus or classroom buildings
Altering official school documents, report
cards or progress reports
Use of profane, vulgar or other improper
languages
Plagiarism, collusion, malpractice in a
testing situation
Forgery, counterfeiting, or alteration of hall
passes, gate passes, ID cards
Leaving school without authorization
Possession and/or use of tobacco, alcohol,
drugs (including possession of cigarettes
and/or smoking)
Inappropriate dress
Public displays of affection (PDA)
Tardiness to class
Driving to or from school or any schoolsponsored event
Skipping class
Any other breach of conduct deemed
inappropriate by the administration.
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Student Life and
Activities
BEYOND THE CLASSROOM
At Lahore American School, the faculty and
staff believe in providing students with
extensive opportunities to develop individual
interests and abilities. Athletics, school
government and special interest clubs
provide “hands on” opportunities for
students to learn and practice a variety of
skills. Students elected to leadership
positions and who participate in team and
club positions gain important experience
and develop confidence and skills necessary
for success in the future.
Students are encouraged to become
involved in co-curricular activities and
athletics and to work with faculty to organize
new groups and events at LAS.

SPIRIT DAYS
To demonstrate and support school spirit,
LAS groups sponsor special spirit days such
as Blue and Gold Day, Hats and Shades Day,
Twin Day, etc. Any variations to the Dress
Code on these days will be announced in
advance by the Secondary School Principal.

CO-CURRICULAR CLUBS
Students are invited to participate in various
after-school clubs offered by faculty
members to explore activities such as
cooking, music, art, games, and drama. These
clubs take place from 3:00 pm to 3:45 pm,
Mondays through Thursdays.
Some clubs may be offered by outside
specialist instructors for a fee, such as
martial arts, instrumental instruction, or
public speaking.
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To be able to offer more club opportunities
for MS Students, parents are encouraged to
offer clubs or suggest outside club leaders.
Parents interested in offering after-school
activities are encouraged to contact the
Athletic Director.

SCHOOL-SPONSORED EVENTS
A number of events are organized for the
enjoyment of LAS students by classes or
groups such as NHS, NJHS, and Student
Council. Student groups are encouraged to
improve the lives of fellow students by
working with advisors to host such events.
All events must be placed on the school
calendar in advance and be approved by the
administration. Advisors and student group
leaders should work together to complete
the appropriate forms as early as possible.

EVENT REGULATIONS
Sponsored events end no later than 9:00
pm.
Events are chaperoned by two or more
teachers, at least one of which is a class
or club advisor.
Students cannot enter campus until the
supervising teacher(s) has arrived.
Students who leave in the middle of an
event may not return at a later time.
Attendance at such events is restricted
to LAS students, unless special
permission for guests has been obtained
in advance from the appropriate
principal.
All forms have been completed and
signed in advance and names and details
have been provided to security.

FUND-RAISING/SCHOOL
REPRESENTATION
All activities involving fund raising by student
groups must be authorized by the
Secondary Principal. No individual student or
student group may represent LAS without
prior school authorization. The school’s name
may not be used to advertise groups or
activities without the school’s expressed
consent.

CANCELLATIONS
If a group needs to cancel an event for any
reason, please inform the Athletic Director
as soon as possible to allow other events to
be planned.
If a group cancels two activities in a row, all
other events scheduled for that group will be
removed from the calendar and will have to
be rescheduled after they have successfully
completed an event.

PROM
The prom, organized by the Junior Class, is
traditionally held in late April or in May and is
chaperoned by the Junior Class Advisors.
The prom is a formal dress event. As this is a
school-sponsored event, all school rules
apply. LAS students may bring an outside
guest if permission is obtained one week in
advance from the Secondary Principal.
Guests must abide by school rules.
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Student
Government and
Organizations
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT COUNCIL

HIGH SCHOOL CLASS COUNCIL

The duties of the High School Student
Council include organizing student activities,
representing students regarding issues and
problems, and assisting in maintaining high
standards of achievement and conduct.
Activities include events such as dances,
community service and spirit days.
Representatives
are
responsible
for
providing leadership to their respective
classes. Proceeds earned from fundraising
activities are used for charity and as the
Council deems appropriate. Funds cannot
be spent without the approval of the advisor.

Each grade level elects a President, VicePresident, Secretary, and Treasurer. Officers
are responsible for providing leadership to
the class. Proceeds earned from class fundraising activities are used for charity and as
the class deems appropriate. Funds cannot
be spent without the approval of the advisor.
To be eligible to run for a Class Council
position, a student:

A faculty member, as Student Council
Advisor, will assist and guide the Student
Council. Elections for Student Council
Representatives (2-4 per grade level with at
least 1 male and 1 female per grade) take
place during the 4th quarter of the
preceding school year (May). Officers are
elected from the existing Representatives;
these elections take place early in the first
quarter and/or when the Council can best
assess leadership abilities. To be eligible to
run for Student Council Representative, a
student:
must have attended LAS for at least two
full semesters,
must have a minimum of an 80%
average,
must have no disciplinary infractions,
including academic dishonesty, on
record for the previous school year.

must have met SAISA eligibility
standards for the previous academic
year,
must have no disciplinary infractions,
including academic dishonesty, on
record for the preceding school year.
Please see the High School Student
Government
Constitution
and/or
the
Student Council Advisor for further details.

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
National Honor Society (NHS) is a student
service group open to select students in
grades 10-12 who exhibit outstanding
Scholarship,
Service,
Leadership
and
Character. This is a very select group and
being elected is a high honor at LAS.
Membership
selection
for
individual
students is handled by the NHS Advisor with
the help of the Faculty Council appointed by
the Principal. Students interested in
becoming a member of the National Honor
Society should check with the advisor.
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To be eligible for consideration, students
must have completed the equivalent of one
semester of enrollment at LAS. Membership
is open to those who have maintained a
Grade Point Average of 3.5 or above for the
first semester and third quarter. Once a
candidate is selected by the faculty council,
a student is awarded membership in the
local chapter at a special induction
ceremony. Membership is attained only after
the Induction Ceremony. Members maintain
active participation in NHS while enrolled at
LAS.

NATIONAL ART HONOR SOCIETY
The National Art Honor Society (NAHS) was
established in 1978 in the United States by
the National Art Education Association for
high school students for "the purpose of
inspiring and recognizing those students
who have shown an outstanding ability in
art". It provides opportunities for leadership
roles for visual art students, and spotlights
the success of community work of our
school's art program. Membership in this
chapter is based upon art scholarship,
service, and character.
To be eligible for selection to membership in
this chapter, the candidate must be a high
school student enrolled in grade 10, 11, or 12,
and have completed a period equivalent to
one semester of art in this school. An eligible
candidate shall have a minimum art
scholarship average of 85% (3.0 GPA) and an
overall grade point average of 75% (2.0 GPA)
in all other subjects. This is the national
minimum standard of achievement required
for eligibility and shall remain fixed. Members
may remain active during such times when
there is no art on their class schedule and
should not have any ISS or OSS (serious
disciplinary infractions).
Benefits:
Member students are eligible to apply to
the Charles M. Robertson Memorial
Scholarship,
a
special
four-year
scholarship to the Pratt Institute's School
of Art and Design in New York.

Members and their school art program
are eligible for several awards and grant
programs.
Members become part of a distinguished
group of over 33,000 art students in
2,971 chapter scholarship opportunities
only available to NAHS members for art
college. Receive digital NAHS newsletter:
http://www.arteducators.org/community
/nahs-news
Opportunities to participate in artistic
endeavors throughout the school and
community.
Membership in this chapter entitles
students to enter their art on an online
National
Gallery
space,
Artsonia
www.artsonia.com.
Students are also eligible to apply for The
Art Institutes National Art Honors Society
Scholarship.
Students who hold memberships in this
group wear honor cords at graduation
and get an opportunity to graduate with
NAHS honors.

MODEL UNITED NATIONS
The Model United Nations (MUN) is a
simulation or acting out of a “mock” UN
assembly or session. Students learn about
international
politics,
current
events,
diplomatic speaking and public presentation
by role-playing as a UN representative from
an assigned country to assigned councils
and topics.
Students who are interested in learning to
research, draft proposals, debate, consult
with others and persuade others should
contact the MUN advisors for information on
joining MUN. The LAS MUN team has
participated in MUN Conferences online,
locally and internationally.

MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENT
COUNCIL
The duties of the Middle School Student
Council include organizing student activities,
representing students regarding issues and
problems, and assisting in maintaining high
standards of achievement and conduct.
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Activities include events such as dances,
community service and spirit days.
Representatives
are
responsible
for
providing leadership to their respective
classes. Proceeds earned from fundraising
activities are used for charity and as the
Council deems appropriate. Funds cannot
be spent without the approval of the advisor.
Student Council elections take place within
the first month of classes each school year.
The Middle School Student Council is
composed of student representatives from
each grade level. Representatives are
elected by their peers to represent their
respective grade levels. Because LAS is a coeducational, international school, certain
requirements may be set by the faculty to
ensure a balanced representation of
genders, nationalities, etc.
To be eligible to run for a Middle School
Student Council position, a student:
must have met SAISA eligibility
standards for the previous year
must
not
have
any
disciplinary
infractions,
including
academic
dishonesty, on record for the preceding
school year.
The overall President, Vice-President,
Secretary and Treasurer are elected
internally by the representatives during their
first meeting of the year.
Please see the Middle School Student
Council Advisor for further details.

NATIONAL JUNIOR HONOR
SOCIETY
The National Junior Honor Society (NJHS) is
a student service group open to select
students in grades 6-8 who exhibit
outstanding Scholarship, Service, Leadership,
Character and Citizenship. This is a very
select group and being elected is a high
honor at LAS.

Membership
selection
for
individual
students is handled by the NJHS Advisor
with the help of a Faculty Council Selected
by the Principal. Membership is open to
sixth, seventh, and eighth graders who meet
the established criteria and is granted only
to those students selected by the faculty
council. Membership is open to those who
have maintained a Grade Point Average of
3.5 or above for the first semester and third
quarter.
Once a candidate is selected by the faculty
council, a student is awarded membership in
the local chapter at a special induction
ceremony. Membership is attained only after
the Induction Ceremony. Members maintain
active participation in the NHS while enrolled
at LAS.

NATIONAL JUNIOR ART HONOR
SOCIETY
The National Junior Art Honor Society
(NJAHS) is designed specifically for
secondary school students in grades 6-9. It
was established in 1978 by The National Art
Education Association for “the purpose of
inspiring and recognizing those students
who have shown an outstanding ability in
art”. The NJAHS strives to aid members in
attaining the highest standards in art
scholarship, character, and service, and to
bring art education to the attention of the
school and community.
An eligible candidate shall have a minimum
art scholarship average of 85% (3.0 GPA)
and an overall grade point average of 75%
(2.0 GPA) in all other subjects. Members may
remain active during such time when there is
no art on their class schedule.
They must be committed to developing as an
artist.
They must be willing to serve school and
community through artistic endeavors.
They must demonstrate integrity, dedication
and responsibility.
They must not have any ISS or OSS (serious
disciplinary infractions).
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SAISA
SAISA stands for South Asia International School Association and is comprised of:
American International School, Chennai (AISC)
American International School, Dhaka (AISD)
American School of Bombay (ASB)
International School of Islamabad (ISOI)
Karachi American School (KAS)
Lahore American School (LAS)
Lincoln School, Kathmandu (LS)
Overseas School of Colombo (OSC)
The American International School of Muscat, Oman (TAISM)
During the school year, SAISA sponsors eleven (11) varsity sports conventions, a music
convention and an arts convention. Parents and students must adhere to both SAISA rules
and regulations and the LAS Code of Conduct for these events. Note that:
All varsity teams will practice up to 8 weeks prior to the SAISA competition.
SAISA participants will be required to stay with host school families/housing when
traveling, and the Athletic Director will work to ensure appropriate housing for all.
All students on trips will use the transportation provided by the school unless otherwise
approved.

MIDDLE SCHOOL PARTICIPATION
IN SAISA TEAMS WITH OVERSEAS
TRAVEL
All students in middle school are invited to
participate in all MS SAISA events hosted in
Pakistan. Middle school students in grades 7
and 8 having proven competitive athletic
talent may be allowed to travel to overseas
SAISA events at the discretion of the Athletic
Director and Principal. In order to have time
to organize flights and visas, a student must
record a qualifying time/distance that is
better than the 5th place time/distance from
the previous year's overseas SAISA event
within the first two weeks of practice.

SAISA COSTS
25% of the flight cost and visa acquisition
cost is paid by the school. All other costs
(75% of student flight and 100% of
participation fees, visas, accommodation,
meals etc) are paid by parents.
In cases of a student's SAISA travel being
cancelled or cut short, the student will be
held financially responsible for all fees
paid, as well as for any costs associated
with
changing
flights
or
other
unrecoverable charges. This will include
students who are:
pulled from a team for academic or
disciplinary infractions prior to the trip;
involved
in
inappropriate
student
behavior on a trip; and/or
removed from a team or trip at the
parents' request, or quitting a team*
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*Students who quit or drop out from any
SAISA team must do so by informing the
coach and Athletic Director, in writing.
If the student has been selected as part of
the travel SAISA team, the above financial
responsibilities for SAISA costs / incurred
costs will apply.

SAISA EXPECTATIONS &
STANDARDS FOR PARTICIPATION
It is understood that participation in SAISA is
a PRIVILEGE. To earn the privilege students
must:
Earn a minimum 75% average and maintain a
75% average or higher for any subsequent
quarters which occur during the season.
Evidence of this will be obtained quarterly
from the Registrar.
No failing grades in the previous quarter.
Maintain a grade greater than or equal to 60%
in all classes during the SAISA season. (Grade
check cards, most recent Plus Portal reports,
quarter grades, and semester grades all apply
up to Monday of the week before travel.)
If a student’s grade goes below 60%, they will
be withheld from practice and taken off the
travel roster until the grade is above 60%.
Maintain
excellent
attendance
and
punctuality. Evidence of this will be obtained
daily from the Main Office.
Students absent from school will not be
allowed to practice or play that day or
weekend (for Friday school days).
Note that if a student accumulates a
combination of 5 tardies and/or absences
during a SAISA season it will result in removal
from a SAISA team. Absences will only be
excused by the Athletic Director with
appropriate documentation submitted on the
day of return to class.
Practice times are generally Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Thursdays after school.
Early morning and Saturday practices may be
added if approved by the Athletic Director.
If quitting or dropping out of a team after the
first two weeks of practice, students will not
be eligible to participate in any other sport
during that season or the following season.
Exceptions to this will be reviewed on an
individual basis by the Athletic Director.
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ATTENDANCE AFTER
SAISA/SCHOOL SPONSORED
ACTIVITIES
Students are expected to be in school
the day following a SAISA event or other
school-sponsored activity. They must
return to school on the first school day
following their return to Lahore unless
they arrive after 10 pm.
Students who are absent the day
following an event may be ruled ineligible
for participation in the next SAISA or
other activity by the Athletic Director
and/or Principal and may lose their
opportunity to make up missed work.
Students must collect and complete
assignments/tests for the classes they
will miss prior to the event/trip. Evidence
of this will be a completed Official
Absence Homework Form.

MAKE-UP WORK FOR
SAISA/SCHOOL SPONSORED
ACTIVITIES
Students who miss school days due to
participation in SAISA or other schoolsponsored activities are granted:
One day to make up missed work per
day of official absence.
A maximum of three days to make up
work per event.
Tests may be given after an event
participant has returned to school for
one full day.

PERMISSION AND TRAVEL ON
SAISA AND OTHER SCHOOLSPONSORED TRIPS
Any student participating in a schoolsponsored field trip must have written
permission and must obtain the permission
in compliance with the procedures indicated
by the Secondary Principal, teacher or
sponsor of the trip involved.
All students on field trips will use the
transportation provided by the school
unless otherwise approved.
Students involved in rule infractions may
be prohibited from attending out-oftown and off campus field trips at the
discretion
of
the
Secondary
Administration.
Students arriving back from schoolsponsored trips may be permitted to
come to school the next day later than
usual if their arrival was delayed to a late
hour (i.e. past 10 pm). This will be
determined by the sponsor of the trip
and the Secondary Principal.
It is the responsibility of the supervisor
of the trip to advise the students at the
airport (or school) as to what time they
must report to school the next day and
also to inform the attendance office and
the Secondary Principal.
Absence or tardiness beyond the
designated time will not exempt the
student from the school’s Attendance
Policy.
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SAISA
Calendar
SAISA seasons are scheduled to be as follows, but may be cancelled or amended
depending on the Covid-19 situation within the region.
Season 1- October 28, 29, & 30, 2021
Season 2- February 10, 11, & 12, 2022
Season 3- April 20, 21, & 22, 2022

Final recommendations will be made by the AD’s at the start of September to
decide on the format of SAISA seasons, with some innovative ideas regarding virtual
activities being developed as well if needed.

Contact
Information
Address:
The Lahore American School,
15 Upper Mall, Canal Bank,
Lahore, Pakistan 54000

Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/LahoreAmerica
nSchool

Telephone:
92 423 576 2406 / 7 / 8

LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lahoreamerican-school

Fax:
92 423 571 1901

Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/lasofficial1/

Website:
www.las.edu.pk

Twitter
https://twitter.com/LASOfficial1
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Important
Forms
[SAMPLE: All students are given this form to complete and return at the start of every academic
year. This form is subject to revision prior to signing.]
Read the Secondary Student-Parent Handbook, complete each section, and return this form to
your advisor.
Grade: __________________

Date: _____________________

Student’s Full Name:
___________________________________________________________
Parent’s Name:
_______________________________________________________________
Parent’s Email:
_______________________________________________________________

Acknowledgment of LAS Rights and Responsibilities in Handbook
I acknowledge that I have read and understood my rights and responsibilities as a student at
Lahore American School as explained in the Secondary Student-Parent Handbook 2018-19. I have
also read the Appropriate Use of Technology and the Internet contained within, and understand
that my behavior and conduct are applicable to all aspects of technology use in and around the
Lahore American School and among its students and faculty.
Student’s Signature:
___________________________________________________________

I acknowledge that I have read and understood my rights and responsibilities as a
parent/guardian of a student at Lahore American School as explained in the Secondary StudentParent Handbook 2018-19.

Parent’s Signature:
____________________________________________________________

Parent Permission for Publications
I give Lahore American School permission to use my child’s picture and original work in the
following publications (At no time will last names, home addresses, or phone numbers be
published on the Internet.):
Friday Flash and Elementary/Secondary Handbooks
LAS School Website
LAS Official Social Media ( Instagram, Facebook, Youtube)

Student's Name
____________________________________________________________
Parent’s Signature:
____________________________________________________________

[SAMPLE: This form is available at the LAS Clinic, Elementary Office, and Main Office.
Completed forms must be given to the LAS school doctor.]
Lahore American School
PARENT REQUEST FOR A SCHOOL TO ADMINISTER MEDICATION
The school will not give your child medicine unless you complete and sign this form, and the
school doctor has agreed that he/she can administer the medicine.
Student name:
Date of Birth (dd/mm/yyyy):
Grade:
Condition or illness:
Medication:
Date dispensed:
Expiry date:
Full directions for use:
Dosage:
Timing:
Special precautions:
Are there any side effects that the School needs to know about?

__________________________________________________
Parent Signature Date

__________________________________________________
Doctor Signature Date
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